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SUMMARY 
Esterase 6 (Est6/EST6) in Drosophila melanogaster is an example of a 
gene/enzyme system that exhibits naturally occurring regulatory polymorphism. It 
the ref ore provides the opportunity to explore the mechanisms that contribute to regulatory 
change and the process of regulatory evolution in general. This thesis describes Est6 
promoter nucleotide polymorphism and investigates the molecular bases underlying EST6 
regulatory variation. 
I have sequenced a 97 4bp region immediately 5,, to Est6 in 17 field derived third 
chromosome isoallelic lines. Twenty-three polymorphisms were identified, only two in 
the first 400bp 5,, but 16 in a 325bp region from -494 to -819bp. Fourteen common 
polymorphisms in this 325bp region are all in strong linkage disequilibrium with each 
other and most of the haplotypes defined by these polymorphisms fall into two groups, 
termed Pl and P7, that differ at all 14 of these sites. Sequence differences between the 
two groups include some restriction sites that were scored in an earlier study of RFLPs 
and EST6 enzyme phenotypes among 42 isoallelic lines from the same population. By 
collating the two studies I show that the Pl haplotype group yields about 15% lower 
EST6 enzyme activity in adult males than the P7 haplotype group. The promoter 
haplotypes also show significant disequilibrium with the esterase 6 Fast/Slow allozyme 
polymorphism but the disequilibrium is not strong, so it seems unlikely that previously 
reported latitudinal clines in the frequencies of the allozymes would be due to their 
hitchhiking along with any selection on the promoter difference. 
The 14 nucleotide polymorphisms that distinguish the Pl and P7 haplotype 
groups cause a regulatory difference in transformed adult males which is similar to the 
difference between the two groups observed in field-trapped males . Germline 
transformation of representative Pl and P7 promoter alleles fused to a common Est6 
coding region indicate that Pl transformant (P 1) males have 18% lower EST6 activity per 
organism than P7 transformant (P7) males. No such difference is observed in female 
transformants. Furthermore, the activity difference betweeen P 1 and P7 males is 
explained by differences that occur in the ejaculatory duct; P 1 males have 72 % less EST6 
activity in this tissue than P7 males. 
Twelve of the 14 nucleotide polymorphisms that distinguish the Pl and P7 
haplotype groups occur in DNA regions that are able to modulate EST6 activity in the 
ejaculatory duct. Germline transformation of constructs bearing deletions or random 
nucleotide substitutions in the Est6 5" region indicate that two DNA regions (-692/-653 
and -655/-370) are both required for qualitative expression in the ejaculatory duct, while 
two other regions (-844/-770 and a 20bp region containing a 16bp palindromic sequence 
centred around -530bp) are able to modulate the level of expression in this tissue. 
.. 
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Further experiments are required to uncover the precise molecular cause(s) of the P 1/P7 
activity difference but it may involve interactive effects between different polymorphisms 
since at least three of the four regions that modulate EST6 activity in the ejaculatory duct 
also modulate activity in other tissues of the male or in both sexes, whereas the P l/P7 




1.1 GENE REGULATION AND EVOLUTION 
1.1.1 General 
Phenotypic change plays a fundamental role in evolution and for this reason 
descriptions of the various molecular mechanisms that contribute to phenotypic variation 
are of primary importance to evolutionary theory. There is much information in the 
literature describing nucleotide variation both within and between species in gene regions 
that code for proteins, since nucleotide mutations that alter the amino acid sequence are 
potential causes of phenotypic change. However, phenotypic change can also be 
achieved through qualitative or quantitative alteration in the expression profile of a 
particular gene. The evolution of novel regulatory profiles between homologous genes 
will be due to the interplay between trans-acting and cis-acting variability. Although the 
regulatory sequences controlling the expression of numerous genes have been 
characterised in some detail, there is very little information about how these sequences 
may evolve. In this thesis, I have used the Esterase 6 (Est6/EST6) gene/enzyme system 
in D. melanogaster to investigate the process of regulatory evolution and the 
mechanism(s) by which naturally occurring regulatory variation can cause phenotypic 
variation. 
Theoretically, changes in gene regulation can occur in cis or in trans. Trans 
changes would involve changes in the structure or expression of regulatory proteins 
which would then affect the qualitative or quantitative expression of genes that such 
proteins regulate. This type of change could potentially produce large scale phenotypic 
effects, since regulatory proteins are likely to affect a whole suite of genes involved in 
various different processes (discussed in Dickinson 1988, 1991). Many workers have 
suggested that this type of change may be particularly important in evolution (Wilson 
1975, 1976; McDonald et al. 1977; Hedrick and McDonald 1980). In an extreme 
scenario, changes to trans-acting regulatory genes involved in the early developmental 
process could radically alter body plans without disrupting basic metabolic processes, 
thus producing a 'hopeful monster' (see McDonald 1995) which may adapt itself to some 
new environment. 
On the other hand, cis-regulatory changes localise to the gene itself. Such 
changes are most likely to occur in DNA sequences 5'' to the gene where regulatory 
sequences most commonly occur. Sequences that bind trans-acting regulatory proteins 
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could mutate, altering or abolishing the ability of the regulatory protein to bind to it, and 
consequently, its ability to regulate the expression of the gene. Conversely, similar 
mutations could create sequences that are bound by trans-regulating proteins which 
previously did not regulate the gene. Both of these types of change could result in either 
qualitative or quantitative changes in regulation. In this way, for example, a gene could 
acquire expression in a tissue in which it was previously not expressed. If expression in 
this new tissue was adaptive then the gene will have acquired a new 'function', although 
clearly the old 'function(s)' need not have changed. 
Sources of such cis-regulatory change include both transposable element 
insertions (McDonald 1995) and small insertion/deletion or point mutations. While there 
are some examples of associations between altered expression profiles and transposable 
elements that have inserted into the 5" region of a gene (Schott et al. 1988; Strand and 
few 
McDonald 1989; Oakeshott et al. 1994; Section 1.6), there are very-little data on gene 
expression differences caused by small insertion/deletion or point mutations in regulatory 
control sequences. 
1.1.2 Studies in Drosophila 
Interspecific germline transformation experiments have been used to assess the 
relative contributions of cis and trans-regulatory change in producing distinct regulatory 
profiles between homologous genes. Since germline transformation technology is well 
established for D. melanogaster, the procedure is to transfer the gene from a related 
species into D. melanogaster and analyse its expression profile. Aspects of the 
transferred gene's expression which resemble the donor species rather than the recipient 
must be due to cis-regulatory variation between the two homologues, while the converse 
indicates that trans-regulatory variation has contributed to such differences. There are 
numerous examples (reviewed in Dickinson 1991; Cavener 1992) of both cis and trans-
regulatory variation contributing to expression differences between homologous genes 
across species. However, it is difficult to identify which differences are causally 
involved in regulatory change across species because there are generally a large number 
of such differences. For this reason, probably the best way to understand the mechanism 
of cis-regulatory evolution is to find examples within rather than between species. 
In looking for potential intraspecific cis-regulatory change, studies have been 
undertaken to find associations between enzyme activity variation among isogenic lines 
and polymorphic restriction site markers around the gene in question. Such associations 
have been found for dopa decarboxylase (Estelle and Hodgetts 1984a; 1984b; Aquadro et 
al. 1992), alcohol dehydrogenase (Aquadro et al. 1986; Matthew et al. 1992; but see also 
Section 1.2), esterase 6 (Game and Oakeshott 1990; Oakeshott et al. 1994; Section 1.6), 
glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase (Eanes et al. 1989) and amylase (Langley et al. 
1988) in D. melanogaster. While cis-acting effects on enzyme activity could be due to 
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changes at the transcriptional level, they may also be due to a range of causes which are 
distinct from those that affect transcription, such as rnRNA processing, stability and 
translation, protein stability and catalytic efficiency. Only for the first three genes have 
studies been conducted to distinguish between some of these alternative mechanisms. 
For Esterase 6, the evidence to date suggeststhat a regulatory mechanism contributes 
substantially to EST6 activity variation in D. melanogaster (Game and Oakeshott 1989; 
1990; Section 1.6). The molecular bases underlying this regulatory variation are further 
investigated in this thesis. 
In the case of dopa decarboxylase (Ddc!DDC, gene/enzyme), an extreme activity 
variant Ddc+4 was associated with 20% higher DDC activity in newly eclosed adults and 
50% lower activity at pupariation than the corresponding activities in a laboratory control 
strain, but activity in neural tissue of this mutant was not affected (Estelle and Hodgetts 
1984a). These differences were correlated with both the level of DDC protein (Estelle 
and Hodgetts 1984a) and the level of Ddc mRNA (Estelle and Hodgetts 1984b) 
suggesting that the cause of the enzyme activity variation was regulatory in nature. P-
element mediated transformation indicated that a Ddc+4 fragment which extended from 
2.9kb upstream of the Ddc translation start site to 0.9kb downstream of the poly(A) 
addition site caused the mutant phenotype (Chen and Hodgetts 1987). The 2.9kb Ddc+4 
5" region contains three restriction fragment length polymorphisms (Estelle and Hodgetts 
1984b) and DNA sequencing has revealed nine nucleotide polymorphisms in the 382bp 
5" region which could cause the Ddc+4 phenotype (Hodgetts et al. 1994). An attempt to 
attribute the phenotypic difference to a particular nucleotide polymorphism that occurred 
in a putative regulatory element was inconclusive (Hodgetts et al. 1994) so the precise 
molecular cause underlying the phenotypic difference remains unknown. 
The alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh/ ADH) gene/enzyme system has been studied far 
more intensively than either esterase 6 or dopa decarboxylase. Both the population 
genetics and gene regulation of alcohol dehydrogenase are relatively well understood 
within and between species which affords the opportunity to uncover both structural and 
regulatory change that may contribute to phenotypic change. The available data suggest 
at least two cis-mechanisms contribute substantially to ADH activity variation, one 
translational and the other catalytic. In the following section, I review the molecular 
mechanisms that are currently understood to contribute to nucleotide, amino acid and 
regulatory variation in alcohol dehydrogenase in D. melanogaster. 
1.2 ALCOHOL DEHYDROGENASE 
1.2.1 Allozyme and clinal variation 
ADH is found in both larvae and adults and its function is to detoxify 
environmental alcohols. ADH also plays a role in energy metabolism since the products 
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of ethanol detoxification feed into the tricarboxylic acid cycle (reviewed in Heinstra 
1993). Two major electrophoretic variants of ADH, Fast and Slow, have been identified 
in D. melanogaster. Nucleotide sequencing of numerous isolates have revealed one 
amino acid difference between the Fast and Slow allozymes (Kreitman 1983) and another 
amino acid difference that distinguishes a less common thermostability variant (Collet 
1988). The electrophoretic variants show complementary latitudinal dines on different 
continents and in different hemispheres (Vigue and Johnson 1973; Oakeshott et al. 1982) 
suggesting that natural selection favours the different allozymes at different latitudes. If 
this is the case, selection could either be targeting the amino acid difference that 
distinguishes Fast from Slow or another nucleotide polymorphism which is in linkage 
disequilibrium with Fast and Slow. 
By comparing levels of polymorphism and divergence across the Adh region, 
Kreitman and Hudson (1991) showed that there was an excess of silent polymorphism 
localised around the amino acid difference that distinguishes Fast from Slow. This 
pattern is expected for a balanced polymorphism which is old enough to have 
accumulated neutral mutation tightly linked to each allele and, consistent with the 
latitudinal clines, suggests that the amino acid difference underlying the Fast/Slow 
polymorphism is the target of balancing selection. 
Subsequently, Berry and Kreitman (1993) postulated that the selective target 
should not only show the predicted clinal pattern, but it should show a much stronger 
clinal pattern than other nucleotide polymorphisms that are nearby or closely linked to it 
and which are not targets for selection. This is because, over time, recombination can be 
expected to break up linkage that may have originally existed between the selective target 
and other nucleotide polymorphisms, and when this occurs the clinal pattern should begin 
to break down for those polymorphisms that are not under selection. On the other hand, 
if the clines are due to selectively neutral processes, then the same clinal pattern should 
recur at many sites. 
In their study, Berry and Kreitman (1993) tested this hypothesis by surveying 
nucleotide variation in a region encompassing Adh along a dine on the east coast of 
North America. They found that the amino acid difference distinguishing Fast from Slow 
showed a stronger clinal pattern than all but one of the other polymorphic sites surveyed. 
The one exceptional site, Vl, a complex length polymorphism consisting of a coupled 
insertion and deletion, the net product of which is a 4bp insertion, showed a cline that 
was stronger than that for the amino acid difference distinguishing Fast from Slow. V 1 
is almost always associated with Fast Adh alleles and is found in the large first intron of 
the adult primary transcript. While the cline for the amino acid difference underlying the 
Fast/Slow polymorphism could be explained by its linkage relationship with V 1, the 
converse was not possible. The evidence therefore suggests that clines for both Vl and 
the amino acid difference distinguishing Fast from Slow are maintained by natural 
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selection. The precise target(s) for this clinal selection remain unclear, but it is possible 
that selection may be acting epistatically on both V 1 and the amino acid difference 
distinguishing Fast from Slow. 
1.2.2 Activity variation 
ADH enzyme activity shows substantial levels of heritable variation and much of 
this variation is associated with the ADH Fast/Slow allozyme polymorphism (Laurie-
Ahlberg 1985; Aquadro et al. 1986). Adults homozygous for Fast have an average of 
2.5-3 fold higher ADH activity than those homozygous for Slow. The ADH activity 
difference betweeen the allozymes is due to a combination of catalytic efficiency 
differences and differences in the amount of ADH protein present. This clearly suggests 
the possibility of a structural change in the first case and a structural or a regulatory 
change in the second case. To investigate the molecular bases for these phenotypic 
changes, Laurie and coworkers (below) have used P-element mediated transformation, 
which allowed them to assign causal connections between particular nucleotide 
polymorphisms and phenotypic change in a standardised background. 
Initial transformation experiments localised most of the ADH activity and protein 
concentration differences to a 2.3kb restriction fragment (Laurie-Ahlberg and Stam 
1987). The 2.3kb restriction fragment included the entire adult Adh coding region and 
introns but excluded the 5., region which has been shown to regulate Adh expression in 
adults (Corbin and Maniatis 1989, 1990; Posakony et al. 1985). Subsequently, in vitro 
mutagenesis and transformation experiments demonstrated that the amino acid difference 
distinguishing the Fast and Slow allozymes was responsible for the 2 fold catalytic 
efficiency difference between them but did not affect ADH protein level (Choudhary and 
Laurie 1991). 
In a survey of ADH protein levels and nucleotide sequence data, Laurie et al. 
( 1991) showed that the protein concentration difference was strongly associated with V 1 
(Section 1.2.1). Subsequently, Laurie and Stam (1994) used in vitro mutagenesis and 
transformation to demonstrate that Vl caused a 1.2 fold difference in the level of ADH 
protein produced. Note that Vl does not fully account for the 1.6 fold difference in ADH 
protein levels between wild-type Fast and Slow strains (Laurie and Stam 1988). The 
mechanism behind the effect on ADH protein level is not fully understood but it does not 
involve a difference in the level of Adh transcription since Adh RNA levels do not differ 
between wild-type Fast and Slow strains (Laurie and Stam 1988). Since Vl is present 
in the first intron of the adult primary transcript, Laurie and Stam (1994) suggest that it 
may affect translational efficiency by altering the processing of Adh pre-mRNA, although 
the mRNAs produced by alleles that differ in Vl have similar initiation, polyadenylation 
and splice sites. Perhaps V 1 exerts its effect by causing exon skipping, or differences in 
capping or polyadenylation. 
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These experiments have been important in describing two distinct molecular 
mechanisms that cause phenotypic variation in ADH activity. The first affects the 
catalytic efficiency of the ADH protein and the second appears to affect the translational 
efficiency of the Adh mRNA. Clearly, both phenotypes may also be adaptive since they 
show strong clinal variation (Section 1.2.1). However, Laurie and Stam (1994) point 
out that another unknown factor must also be responsible for the increase in ADH protein 
level between Fast and Slow alleles since Vl only accounts for one third of the effect that 
originally mapped to the 2.3kb restriction fragment (above). Further evidence from two 
sources indicates that transcriptional regulatory changes may yet contribute to ADH 
activity variation. Firstly, in the original transformation study conducted by Laurie-
Ahlberg and Stam (1987), the adult 5" region accounted for an 8% difference in ADH 
activity. Secondly, Matthew et al. (1992) found a 37bp insertion polymorphism, V2, in 
the larval regulatory control region which was associated with higher levels of ADH 
activity and protein in larvae but not adults. Both associations could mark regulatory 
changes in the level of Adh transcription but the elucidation of the molecular mechanisms 
behind these effects awaits further study. 
1.3 THE EST6 PROTEIN 
The following sections survey the esterase 6 literature, focussing on variability 
within D. melanogaster, and to a lesser extent, between it and related species. In 
contrast to alcohol dehydrogenase, the function of esterase 6 is unknown and it is much 
more variable at both the protein and nucleotide level. There is also evidence that Est6 
varies in its regulation, both within and between species. 
EST6 (E.C.3.1.1.1.) is a monomeric glycoprotein of 54.5-56kD (Mane et al. 
1983a; Myers et al. 1995) and is one of at least 24 esterase proteins found in 
D. melanogaster (Healy et al. 1991). All esterases are, by definition, capable of 
hydrolysing one or more ester substrates to produce an alcohol and an acid. After 
electrophoretic separation, EST6 is the most intensely staining carboxylesterase in this 
species, preferentially hydrolysing esters of B-naphthol over a-naphthol (Healy et al. 
1991), although the in vivo substrate(s) remains unknown. One report which claimed 
that EST6 catalysed the synthesis of the sex pheromone cis-vaccenyl acetate in the female 
reproductive tract (Mane et al. 1983b) was later shown to be incorrect (Vander Meer et al. 
1986). Subsequently, Richmond et al. (1990) demonstrated a small amount of in-vitro 
proteolytic activity in samples of purified EST6 in which there was no evidence of other 
contaminating proteases. However, the limited nature of this activity suggests that EST6 
is not well adapted to this function and so it is unlikely to be the major in vivo function 
for EST6. 
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EST6 activity is found in all major life stages and in such a wide range of tissues 
(Sheehan et al. 1979; Healy et al. 1991) that several functions, including the possibility 
of a non-enzymatic function in some tissues, have been proposed (Ludwig et al. 1993). 
It is clear that EST6 is not critical to any vital process since EST6 null (EST60) mutants 
are viable but a reproductive function has been inferred from its presence in the male 
reproductive tract and from numerous experiments with EST60 mutants (see below). 
EST6 activity is present at a low level throughout pre-adult stages of 
development, apart from a small peak which occurs in the middle of larval development 
(Sheehan et al. 1979; Healy et al. 1991). The major peak in activity occurs in adults, 
three days after eclosion, with virgin males having about two times more activity than 
virgin females (Sheehan et al. 1979). EST6 activity then stays constant in both sexes for 
up to five days after eclosion. A large proportion of the EST6 found in mixed sex larvae 
and adult females is in the haemolymph (Healy et al. 1991; Healy et al. 1995a) but in 
adult males 20-60% of EST6 (Myers et al. 1995) is found in the anterior sperm 
ejaculatory duct (Sheehan et al. 1979; Stein et al. 1984). EST6 has also been detected in 
the reproductive tracts of virgin females, in the mouthparts and antennae of both sexes 
and in the digestive system, eyes, thoracic muscle, legs, wings, and carcass of mixed 
sexes (Healy et al. 1991). Germline transformation experiments using the Est6 5' region 
fused to the lacZ reporter gene have detected expression in the male ejaculatory duct and 
bulb and in the antennae, salivary glands, respiratory system, prefrons, maxillary palps 
and cardia of both sexes (Ludwig et al. 1993; Section 1.4). EST6 activity in the male 
ejaculatory bulb contributes little (Sheehan et al. 1979) to the whole organism activity and 
as such represents a relatively minor contribution to the difference between males and 
females. 
No EST60 mutants have been found in wild populations on three continents, 
despite extensive searches (Cochrane and Richmond 1979; Voelker et al. 1980; Langley 
et al. 1981; Labate et al. 1989). However, a strain was derived in the laboratory 
(Johnson et al. 1966; Sheehan et al. 1979) which carries a copy of the B 104 transposable 
-
element inserted into the first exon of Est6 (Oakeshott et al. 1987). This element 
introduces a premature in frame stop codon (Phillis et al. 1995) which blocks the 
production of stable Est6 mRNA (Oakeshott et al. 1987). The EST60 mutant is viable 
but shows some differences in reproductive function in the laboratory when compared to 
EST6 active individuals (see Richmond et al. 1990 for review). In general, EST60 males 
copulate later and for longer than EST6 active males and produce fewer progeny, 
although the latter effect depends on temperature (Gilbert and Richmond 1982). This 
suggests that while a loss of function may not be lethal in the field it may nevertheless 
cause selective disadvantage(s). 
Other experiments with the EST60 mutant have further characterised the role of 
EST6 in the reproductive process. During copulation, sperm from the testes and 
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numerous other proteins, peptides and secretions originating from the male accessory 
glands, travel via the ejaculatory duct to the female's reproductive organs. During the 
first three minutes of copulation, EST6 from the ejaculatory duct is transferred to the 
female where it is rapidly translocated to her haemolymph by unknown means 
(Richmond et al. 1980; Richmond and Senior 1981; Meikle et al. 1990). Glycosylation 
of male donated EST6 is necessary for its longevity in the female (Myers et al. 1995) 
where it can be detected for up to four days after mating (Meikle et al. 1990). The male 
donated EST6 alters the subsequent reproductive behaviour of the female such that after 
an initial mating, females are less likely to remate in the short term (0-18hr; Scott 1986) 
but more likely to remate in the long term (l-7days; Gilbert and Richmond 1982; Gilbert 
et al. 198 la), although these effects are temperature dependent. Since much of the sperm 
which remains in the female from a previous mating will be displaced by the sperm of the 
next male (Gilbert et al. 1981b; Gromko et al. 1984a, 1984b), it may be selectively 
advantageous for a male to delay female remating for as long as possible so that more of 
his sperm have the chance to fertilise an egg. After mating, the male ejaculatory duct 
takes 24-48 hours to recover pre-mating levels of EST6 (Richmond and Senior 1981). 
Together, these data strongly suggest a role for EST6 in reproductive biology. 
1.4 THE Est6 GENE 
Est6 in D. melanogaster is located in polytene chromosome region 69Al-3 on the 
left arm of chromosome III (Procunier et al. 1991) and was first cloned and sequenced 
from a strain isolated in North America, Dm145 (Oakeshott et al. 1987; Collett et al. 
1990). The coding region comprises two exons of 1387bp and 248bp separated by a 
short intron of 51 bp and produces two transcripts of 1.68 and 1.83kb which differ in 
their site of poly(A) addition. The two transcripts share the same developmental profile 
although the smaller one is slightly less abundant. It is not known whether the two 
transcripts vary in their tissue distribution. 
A second esterase gene, EstP, is found just 197bp 3,, from the Est6 termination 
codon (Collet et al. 1990) and the two genes result from a tandem duplication. When 
compared with Est6, EstP has an almost identical exon/intron structure, is about 60% 
similar at the amino acid level and about 64% similar at the DNA level, and produces a 
major transcript of 1.92kb and two minor transcripts of 1.25kb (Collet et al. 1990) and 
4kb (Healy et al. 1995b). The two genes have distinct expression profiles, with EstP 
being transcribed mainly in late larvae. The protein product of EstP has been identified as 
the ESTI isozyme (Healy et al. 1995b) using the esterase nomenclature of Healy et al. 
(1991). EST7 is inferred to have a different function from EST6 since it is largely 
confined to the cuticular tissue of late wandering third instar larvae and has a slightly 
different in vitro substrate preference. 
-
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DNA sequence is available for 1545bp 5' to the Est6 initiation codon (Collet et al. 
1990; Karotam et al. 1993). The putative TATA box is non-consensus (AATAAAA) and 
is located between -69 and -63bp (where + 1 is the first base of the initiation codon), 
about 30bp upstream from the transcription start site which is at -42bp. Germline 
transformation has been used to define broad regions in the D. melanogaster Est6 
flanking DNA that contain regulatory sequences for nine distinct tissue specific control 
functions. In these experiments the location of regulatory sequences was determined by 
transforming modified genes containing internal or sequential deletions in the Est6 
flanking DNA and then assessing the expression profile of each modified gene in 
transformed flies. 
Ludwig et al. (1993) used this approach with the Est6 5' region coupled to the 
lacZ reporter gene and localised sequences required for expression in seven distinct 
tissues to the proximal 400bp region of Est6 (between -1 and -400bp). Extending 5' 
from -1, the following sequences were required for expression in the following tissues: 
-42/-134bp, cardia; -135/-275, ejaculatory bulb and prefrons; -276/-370, respiratory 
system, prefrons, antennae, maxillary palps; and -371/-445, salivary glands. Sequences 
required for expression in the anterior sperm ejaculatory duct were located further 
upstream, between -1174bp and -553bp. 
Subsequently, Healy et al. (1995a) used a similar approach but this time the Est6 
gene itself was used rather than the lacZ reporter gene. They showed that haemolymph 
expression in larvae and adults also localised to the proximal 400bp 5' region 
(specifically, between -24bp and -171bp). Sequences required for expression in the 
ejaculatory bulb localised to the -172/-283 segment which, taken together with the 
Ludwig et al. (1993) data, suggests that ejaculatory bulb control sequences localise to a 
region between -172bp and -275bp. Finally, sequences required for Est6 expression in 
the ejaculatory duct were further delineated to between -613bp and -844bp. 
Healy et al. (1995a) also localised 6 regions around Est6 that were able to 
modulate EST6 activity in a quantitative way. Of the four regions that were shown to 
affect EST6 activity in the haemolymph of larvae and adult males and females , three were 
found in the 5' DNA (-172/-283, -283/-613 and -845/-1174) and one in the DNA 3' to 
the coding region ( + 1860/+2731); of the two regions able to modulate EST6 activity in 
the male reproductive tract, one was located in the 5' DNA (-283/-613) and the other was 
3' to the coding region (+1860/+2731). These regions may be responding, either directly 
or indirectly, to signals that originate from the X chromosome, since EST6 activity is 
modified by genes that map to this chromosome (Tepper et al. 1982, 1984; Richmond 
and Tepper 1983). Loci resulting in ecdysone deficiencies also map to the X-
chromosome (Kiss et al. 1978; Klose et al. 1980) and both 20-hydroxyecdysone and 
juvenile hormone have been shown to boost EST6 activity in adult males (Richmond and 
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Tepper 1983; Stein et al. 1984), so it is possible that these X-lined modifiers act 
indirectly on Est6 by affecting the titres of one or both hormones. 
1.5 ALLOZYME AND CLINAL VARIATION 
EST6, like ADH (see Section 1.2), has two common allozymes in 
D. melanogaster known as Fast and Slow which are characterised by their 
electrophoretic mobility in native starch, cellulose acetate or polyacrylamide gels. The 
two allozymes were first identified by Wright (1963) and subsequently, Oakeshott et al. 
(1981) found that the frequencies of Fast and Slow varied consistently over 20-40° of 
latitude on three different continents and in both hemispheres. Fast allozyme frequency is 
about 50% at equatorial latitudes but as latitude increases, the frequency of Slow 
increases up to 95% at the expense of Fast. Similar latitudinal clines have been found for 
major electrophoretic polymorphisms in EST6 from D. simulans (Anderson and 
Oakeshott 1984), and in ADH (section 1.2), glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, 
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase and octanol 
dehydrogenase from D. melanogaster (Oakeshott et al. 1981, 1982, 1983a, 1983b). The 
geographic repeatability of the phenomenon is strong evidence that balancing selection 
may be acting to maintain different allozyme frequencies at different latitudes. 
In addition to the major Fast and Slow allozymes, at least 19 further natural EST6 
variants have been identified using electrophoretic and thermostability criteria (Cochrane 
1976; Cochrane and Richmond 1979; Cooke et al. 1987; Labate et al. 1989). Seventeen 
of these have been found within the major Fast and Slow groups (Oakeshott et al. 1989) 
indicating that EST6 harbours much additional amino acid variation. 
Cooke and Oakeshott (1989) found a high level of nucleotide polymorphism 
within the D. melanogaster Est6 coding region of 13 isolates representing each of 10 
electrophoretic mobility variants. This level of nucleotide variation is consistent with the 
high number of electrophoretic and thermostability variants so far identified for EST6 in 
D. melanogaster . Of the 52 nucleotide differences found, 16 caused amino acid 
differences. Fast and Slow allozymes were distinguished by two amino acid differences 
separated by only 10 residues: Asp(Fast)HAsn(Slow) at residue 237 in the mature 
protein, which presumably causes the charge change responsible for the electrophoretic 
difference between the allozymes, and Ala(Fast)HThr(Slow) at residue 247, which is 
conservative for charge but not polarity. Either or both of these amino acid differences 
could be the target for selection underlying the clinal variation in Fast and Slow allozyme 
frequencies. 
Numerous studies have failed to find an environmental parameter governed by 
seasonal shifts that correlates consistently with changes in allozyme frequencies and 
latitude (reviewed in Richmond et al. 1990). In an attempt to find some biochemical 
I 
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difference between the allozymes upon which selection might act, White et al. (1988) 
purified EST6 Fast and Slow allozymes and studied their kinetic properties using 
different temperatures and the artificial substrate B-naphthylacetate. The efficiencies of 
the allozymes (estimated as Kea/KM) were similar at temperatures between 25 and 30°C 
but at 10 to 20°C the Slow form was more efficient. In addition, the two purified 
allozymes differed in their response to pH, thermostability, activation by alcohols, and 
inhibition by the organophosphate phosdrin. Other studies (reviewed in Oakeshott et al. 
1989) have shown some evidence for frequency-dependent selection between Fast and 
Slow homozygotes in laboratory populations, although it remains unclear how this may 
relate to the clinal variation. 
The above experiments were undertaken in the absence of information about 
additional amino acid differences. As a result, the biochemical and fitness differences 
between Fast and Slow allozymes could be due to cryptic amino acid differences between 
the particular allozymes used in each study rather than due to the amino acid differences 
which distinguish Fast from Slow. Cryptic variation may also explain the conflicting 
results of some similar biochemical and fitness studies ( eg. Dolan and Robertson 197 5; 
Danford and Beardmore 1979). 
Recently, Oakeshott et al. (1994) and Saad et al. (1994) screened for associations 
between six EST6 electrophoretic allozymes, EST6 activity, pre-adult fitness and five 
components of male reproductive fitness. While there were some differences associated 
with the minor electrophoretic variants and male reproductive fitness, no differences were 
found between the major Fast and Slow allozymes for any fitness component. However, 
there were strong associations between larval EST6 activity and components of pre-adult 
fitness and between male EST6 activity and components of male reproductive fitness 
(Section 1.6, below). 
Thus, the best evidence for the action of natural selection on EST6 Fast and Slow 
allozymes remains the geographically repeatable clinal phenomena for their frequencies 
(Oakeshott et al. 1981) but the physiological basis for this remains unknown. 
1.6 ACTIVITY VARIATION 
EST6 activity variation has been described in adult males and females (Game and 
Oakeshott 1989), larvae and pupae (Oakeshott et al. 1994) for up to 42 third chromosome 
isoallelic lines extracted from a single Australian population. Two to three fold heritable 
variation was found for each measure and the variation among the four measures was 
only weakly correlated (Oakeshott et al. 1994) suggesting that a significant proportion of 
the variation was stage-, and in the case of adults, sex-specific. Significantly, Game and 
Oakeshott (1989) found that differences among lines in male EST6 activity were mainly 
due to differences in the amount of EST6 protein present and that there was no 
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association between the four more common electrophoretic allozymes and EST6 activity 
variation in either males or females (Game and Oakeshott 1989), larvae or pupae 
(Oakeshott et al. 1994). Therefore the activity variation is unlikely to be due to structural 
variation affecting the catalytic efficiency of EST6 but it is likely to be due to differences 
in stability of the EST6 protein or rnRNA, translational efficiency of the EST6 rnRNA, or 
transcription from the Est6 gene, all of which may alter the amount of enzyme present in 
different ages and sexes. 
Game and Oakeshott (1990) subsequently performed a restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP) survey over a 21.5kb region encompassing Est6 in an attempt to 
find polymorphisms that were associated with EST6 activity variation. Three RFLPs in 
the 1.5kb Est6 5" region were associated with EST6 activity variation in larvae, pupae 
and adult males but none were associated with such differences in adult females (Game 
and Oakeshott 1990; Oakeshott et al. 1994 ). The nucleotide changes which underlie 
these 5" RFLPs may themselves cause life-stage or sex-specific changes in the regulation 
of Est6 or they may be in linkage disequilibrium with other as yet undetected nucleotide 
polymorphisms that are the actual causes of such effects. Game and Oakeshott (1990) 
showed that disequilibrium between RFLPs in the Est6 region extended over 1-2kb and 
estimated that an average of one in 15 nucleotides would be polymorphic in the Est6 5" 
promoter region, so there is ample scope to suppose that the latter proposition may be the 
case. 
In pre-adults, the presence of two insertion polymorphisms (Ins A and InsB) 
located about 1.4kb upstream of Est6 was associated with lowered EST6 activity 
(Oakeshott et al. 1994). This activity association was observed in larvae in the case of 
/nsA(-1.4) and in both larvae and pupae in the case of /nsB(-1.4) . Larval activity 
differences were also correlated with fitness differences, such that low EST6 activity was 
associated with low viability and increased development time. /nsA(-1.4) and /nsB(-1.4) 
were both major contributors to these fitness effects. /nsA(-1.4) and /nsB(-1.4) are of 
different sizes (8kbp and 6.8kbp, respectively) and do not share any restriction 
fragments, suggesting that they probably originated separately. /nsB(-1.4) and the 
7 .4kbp retrotransposon 17 .6 have similar restriction maps but the restriction map of 
/nsA(-1.4) is not similar to that of any known transposable element. 
In adult males, the absence of a polymorphic Rsal site located 530bp 5" to Est6 
was associated with a 15-20% decrease in both EST6 activity and protein level (Game 
and Oakeshott 1990). No such differences were found in adult females. Game and 
Oakeshott (1990) have proposed that this site may be part of a male specific regulatory 
sequence, since it is embedded in the centre of a 16bp perfect palindromic sequence 
(AAATATGTACATATTT). Such sequences have been shown to bind homodimeric 
transcriptional regulating proteins in yeast (Guarente 1987) and may also be important in 
Drosophila. Saad et al. (1994) have also shown that male EST6 activity is associated 
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with some components of male reproductive fitness. Specifically, high male EST6 
activity is associated with increased time to first mating and with a lower frequency of 
partner remating within the first 12 hours after copulation, and lowered egg production 
and fertility in their partner. This suggests that the male EST6 activity difference 
associated with RsaI(-530) may not be neutral to natural selection. I return to this issue 
in Section 1.8 in discussing the aims of this thesis. 
1.7 INTERSPECIFIC VARIATION 
The general tissue distribution and biochemical properties of EST6 and its putative 
orthologues have been studied in a range of species in the subgenera Drosophila and 
Sophophora (see Oak:eshott et al. 1990 and Richmond et al. 1990 for reviews). While 
there are common sites of expression across lineages, some lineages have acquired 
additional sites of expression. It appears that EST6 (or putative orthologue) activity in 
the haemolymph and ejaculatory bulb is common, but in the subgenus Sophophora at 
least, strong EST6 activity in the male ejaculatory duct is confined to the sibling species, 
D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana. The protein is also usually 
homodimeric but in these same three species it is found as a monomer. The fact that both 
features are confined to a small, closely related group suggest that they may have been 
recently aquired in a common ancestor to these three species. While the two features are 
not necessarily related, their acquisition may relate to a new reproductive function for 
EST6 in this lineage. In the more distantly related D. pseudoobscura, there is a high 
level of EST5 (the EST6 orthologue in this species) activity in the adult eye, suggesting 
" that a novel fi#tion may have arisen in this species also (Brady and Richmond 1990). 
Est6 orthologues have been cloned and sequenced from four species in the 
melanogaster species group, D. simulans, D. mauritiana (Karotam et al. 1993), 
D. yakuba and D. erecta (Van Papenrecht 1995) and from the more distantly related 
D. pseudoobscura (Brady et al. 1990) in the obscura species group. The information 
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gained from these comparisons can be used to assess the types and extent of structural 
and regulatory change that occur over evolutionary time (see Oak:eshott et al. 1993 for a 
review). If allelic sequence data are available then simple tests (such as the McDonald-
Kreitman test, McDonald and Kreitman 1991, and Hudson-Kreitman-Aguade test, 
Hudson et al. 1987) can detect deviations from neutrality by comparing the level of 
polymorphism within a species to the level of divergence between species (see Aquadro 
1992 for a review). This can shed light on the evolutionary history of the gene and the 
mechanisms that operate in generating both molecular and phenotypic change. 
Apart from the 13 coding region alleles which were sequenced by Cooke and 
Oakeshott (1989) in D. melanogaster (Section 1.5) the only other allelic sequence data 
available for Est6 are from four D. simulans alleles (Karotam et al. 1995). Estimates of 
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nucleotide heterozygosity for Est6 are about threefold higher in D. simulans than in 
D. melanogaster but the ratio of replacement to exon silent-site (R/S) polymorphism in 
D. simulans is less than the corresponding R/S for divergence between D. simulans and 
D. melanogaster. Under a neutral model, R/S should be the same both within and 
between species (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). The deviation from neutrality in Est6 
could be explained by either selection for replacement polymorphism in the 
D. melanogaster lineage or selection against replacement polymorphism in the 
D. simulans lineage. 
Karotam et al. (1995) also showed that the molecular bases for the difference 
between clinally varying Fast and Slow allozymes in D. simulans (Anderson and 
Oakeshott 1984, Section 1.5) and D. melanogaster were distinct. The amino acid 
differences that distinguish EST6 Fast/Slow allozymes are, respectively, Asp/ Asn(237) 
and Ala/Thr(247) in D. melanogaster, and Thr/Asn(237) and Asp/Val(487) in 
D. simulans. Although both species share a polymorphism at residue 237, the 
polymorphism is different in each case, and only in D. melanogaster does the 
polymorphism cause a charge change. This implies that the molecular targets for 
selection underlying the shared clines are different for each species. 
1.8 AIMS 
An understanding of the extent to which regulatory, as opposed to structural, 
variation contributes to phenotypic change is fundamental to evolutionary theory, and yet 
it remains poorly understood. There is very little information concerning the process of 
regulatory evolution, in general, and there are few examples describing mechanisms by 
which regulatory change may be achieved. The system chosen for my study is Est6 in 
D. melanogaster. The association between the Rsal site polymorphism 530bp upstream 
of the Est6 translation start site and male specific differences in EST6 activity and protein 
concentration suggest that Rsal(-530) marks a cis-regulatory difference in this species 
(Section 1.6; Game and Oakeshott 1990). The specific aim of my thesis is to uncover the 
molecular bases for this regulatory variation. 
The characterisation of Est6 cis-regulatory variation is performed in two stages. 
In the first stage, the extent and nature of nucleotide variation associated with the 
phenotypic difference is described. Accordingly, Chapter 2 gives sequence analyses of 
the Est6 5' promoter region in a subset of the lines from the Game and Oakeshott ( 1990) 
study and relates nucleotide polymorphism in this region to EST6 activity variation in 
adult males. In the second stage, transformation experiments are undertaken to establish 
a causal connection between nucleotide polymorphism in the Est6 5' promoter region and 
EST6 activity variation in adult males. Chapter 3 describes ?-element mediated germline 
transformation experiments that attempt to a) make this causal connection, b) localise the 
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effect in the male to the ejaculatory duct, and c) explore the possible molecular 
mechanism causing the effect by defining the sequences involved in male specific 
expression of Est6. Finally, Chapter 4 is a general discussion of the molecular 




NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISM IN TIIE 5' PROMOTER REGION AND 
ITS RELATIONSHIP TO ENZYME ACTIVITY VARIATION 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The general aim of this chapter is to describe the nature and extent of nucleotide 
variation in the Est6 5" region and to relate this variation to EST6 activity variation in 
adult males. The strategy was to sequence the Est6 5" promoter region in 17 isoallelic 
lines from an Australian population that was previously characterised for allozyme, 
activity and RFLP variation (Cooke et al. 1987; Game and Oakeshott 1989; 1990). 
The esterase 6 gene/enzyme system of D. melanogaster is highly polymorphic for 
allozyme (Cooke et al. 1987; Labate et al. 1989) and amino acid differences (Cooke and 
Oakeshott 1989) and demographic data suggest that at least some of this variation is 
subject to natural selection (Section 1.5). Specifically, the respective frequencies of the 
Fast and Slow groups of allozymes show large scale latitudinal clines that are repeatable 
across continents and hemispheres (Oakeshott et al. 1981). This suggests that either or 
both of the two amino acid differences which distinguish the Fast and Slow groups may 
be the targets for natural selection. However, an RFLP survey of 21.5kbp encompassing 
the Est6 gene revealed a 5" RFLP in the known regulatory region of Est6 that was in 
linkage disequilibrium with the Fast/Slow polymorphism; males of lines lacking this 
Rsal(-530) site show 20% lower EST6 activity than lines with the site (Game and 
Oakeshott 1990; Section 1.6). This clearly raises questions as to the nature and extent of 
promoter polymorphism, its relationship to allozyme variation and the primary target(s) 
for the selection which may underlie the allozyme clines. 
The primary aims of this chapter are to identify the nucleotide polymorphism 
causing the loss of Rsal(-530) and to screen for other polymorphic promoter sites cryptic 
to the RFLP analyses that may be associated with it. I then reevaluate the associations of 
promoter polymorphisms with the allozyme and activity variation. 
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The 17 third chromosome isoallelic lines analysed in this study are a subset of 
those previously analysed by Cooke et al. (1987), Cooke and Oakeshott (1989) and 
Game and Oakeshott (1989, 1990). The lines were extracted by Cooke et al. (1987) from 
a natural population at Coffs Harbour in New South Wales and were derived from field-
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trapped males by a backcrossing program using the third chromosome balancer line TM3. 
The previously determined EST6 allozyme (Cooke et al. 1987) and activity (Game and 
Oakeshott 1989) phenotypes of the 17 lines appear in Figure 2.1. 
Genomic DNA was extracted from approximately 500 adults of each line 
following the method of Ballard et al. (1992). The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
was performed on 200ng of DNA from each line in 100µ1 of lOmM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 
50mM KCl, 1.5mM MgCl, 0.01 % gelatine, 200µM each dNTP and 400ng of two PCR 
primers. The primers were 5"TTACGTACGAAAACAGAACGGG3" (-1007 to -986) 
and 5"GGGTCATCTGTATCACTCGC3" (+61 to +80), where 1 is the first nucleotide in 
the Est6 coding region (Karotam et al. 1993). A 5" phosphate was added to one or other 
of the primers using polynucleotide kinase (Pharmacia) prior to PCR. The basic PCR 
conditions were 40 cycles of denaturation at 94 ° for 30 sec, annealing at 58° for 30 sec 
and extension at 70° for 1 min with 2.5 units of Taq DNA polymerase (Boehringer-
Mannheim). The exceptions to this were denaturation at 98° for 10 min in the first round 
and addition of an extra 2.5 units of Taq DNA polymerase at cycle 30. The reaction was 
carried out under 65µ1 mineral oil (Sigma) in an automated temperature cycling device 
(IHB2024 Intelligent Heating Block). The product was then treated with A exonuclease 
(BRL) following the method of Higuchi and Ochman (1989) to yield single-stranded 
template, which was then purified for sequencing by phenol/chloroform extraction and 
either precipitation with 1 volume of ethanol (Kreitman 1991) or passage through 
Ultrafree MC filter units (Millipore, 30,000nMW, cat#UFC3TTK25). 
Each strand of the PCR product was then sequenced separately with template 
pooled from duplicate reactions. One sixth to one third of the purified template from each 
strand was sequenced using either Sequenase (USB) or the T7 sequencing kit 
(Pharmacia). The primers for sequencing away from the Est6 coding region were 
5"GGGGCGGTGGTCTTGCC3" (-726 to -710), 5"GCACAATCGCTTCGAGTC3" 
(-370 to -353) and 5"CCGAGCCAAAGGCAGCTC3" (+36 to +53). The primers for 
sequencing towards the Est6 coding region were a PCR primer (-1007 to -986; as above), 
5"GGCAAGACCACCGCCCC3" (-726 to -710) and 5"GACTCGAAGCGATTGTGC3" 
(-370 to -353). A total of 974bp 5" of the Est6 initiation codon were sequenced in both 
orientations. The sequence data presented in this chapter have been submitted to the 
GenBank/EMBL Data Libraries under the accession number D23761. 
2.3 RESULTS 
2.3.1 Est6 5' nucleotide polymorphism 
A total of 23 polymorphic nucleotide sites were identified across the 97 4bp region 
sequenced among the 17 lines (Figure 2.1). Twenty-one of the polymorphisms were 
substitutions and two were small insertion/deletions, one of 5bp termed Vl(-819), and 
Figure 2.1 Esterase 6 promoter polymorphism, enzyme activity and allozyme status in 17 isoallelic lines of D. melanogaster. The "ancestral" 
haplotype was the consensus between D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana (Karotam et al. 1993) at each site polymorphic in 
D. melanogaster. In four cases the D. simulans and D . mauritiana sequences did not match either of the D. melanogaster sequences so the ancestral 
state could not be inferred. Nucleotide numbering follows Karotam et al. (1993) and a dot indicates identity with the ancestral sequence. V denotes an 
insertion and * denotes the absence of an insertion. vi = c·rrrr, v2 = AGT AA TTGT AAT AATAAT AT AA T AGT AA'I"I*l"I'AAT. EST6 activity data 
are from Game (1989) and Game and Oakeshott (1989). Units are 0Dsso per mg fly x 10-3 for 4-5 day old virgins. Allozyme data are from Cooke et al. 
(1987). Allozymes are numbered in descending order of anodal mobility and letters refer to major mobility groups. 
~ 
Polymorphic nucleotide sites Mean E8T6 activity 
Promoter roOJ ro~ OJ "\- ~ ~<\ ~"\- ~ ~ ro :\> ~ ~ ~ :'\. ~ 8; ~ '1> "\- f\ ~ 
Line haplotype ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9~YY~~~ Adult male Adult female Allozyme 
'ancestral' T c A G * T A C C T G G T A T C C T G 
16 I Pl v7l c v2 . T C A C T G A 1728 ± 90 305 ± 35 88 
19 I Pl v7l C v2 . T C A C T G A 1441 ± 75 304 ± 12 88 
20 I Pl v7l C v2 . T C A C T G A 2280 ± 99 563 ± 13 88 
23 I Pl v7l C v2 . T C A C T G A 2524 ± 118 408 ± 16 88 
25 I Pl v7l C v2 . T C A C T G A 1279 ± 69 411 ± 17 88 
43 P2 v7l C v2 T T C A C T G A 2398 ± 100 325 ± 18 2F' 
8 P3 v7l C v2 T C A C T G A A 1615 ± 136 210 ± 10 88 
10 P4 v7l C v2 T C A C T G A A 1633 ± 103 414 ± 38 98 
7 P5 v7l C v2 T C G C T G A A A A 1437 ± 64 294 ± 15 88 
44 [ P6 G v7l C v2 T C A C T T G C 2753 ± 113 311 ± 19 lvF 
45 P6 G v7l C v2 T C A C T T G C 3444 ± 310 390 ± 62 lvF 
I 
32 [ P7 * A C T C G T G C 3194 ± 171 515 ± 21 88 
40 P7 
* 
A C T C G T G C 2144 ± 120 421 ± 14 4F 
6 [ P8 * A C T C G T G C A 1622 ± 124 364 ± 33 98 
13 PB 
* A C T C G T G C A 1751 ± 93 307 ± 20 98 
36 pg A 
* 
A C T C G T G C 2086 ± 114 459 ± 34 5F 
38 PlO 
* A C T G G T G C 2674 ± 166 362 ± 25 4F 
1 8 
another of 35bp termed V2(-757). The presence of the latter creates a near perfect (one 
ba e mismatch) 22bp direct repeat which is highly AT rich (41 out of 44 sites). It is 
possible that this polymorphism represents the "footprints" of a transposable element that 
incompletely excised, although the sequence does not match the footprints of transposable 
elements recorded in any of the major data bases. 
The nucleotide changes underlying some previously identified RFLPs in this 
region can be deduced from my sequence data. Game and Oakeshott (1990) had 
attributed four RFLPs to the region I have sequenced among the 17 lines: Ddel(-900), 
Taql(-630), Rsal(-530) and Sau3A(-200). My data show that the presence/absence of the 
Rsal(-530) site was caused by a transversion at -531 bp. However, none of the other 
three polymorphisms could be explained by the gain or loss of Ddel, Taql or Sau3A sites 
in the sequenced region. The Ddel(-900) polymorphism was probably caused by a 
nucleotide difference lying 5" of the sequenced region since its location had only been 
estimated from Southern blots. The RFLPs attributed to both the Taql(-630) and 
Sau3A(-200) sites were not due to nucleotide polymorphisms at these locations, but 
instead, were probably due to the 35bp V2(-757) insertion. The latter could account for 
the length polymorphisms which Game and Oakeshott (1990) attributed to both these 
sites; a 615bp (-1241 to -626) vs. 635bp (-1241 to -606) fragment and a 635bp (-770 
to-135) vs. 693bp (-770 to -77) fragment, for Taql(-630) and Sau3A(-200), respectively. 
All 11 lines having the V2( -7 57) insertion were scored by Game and Oakeshott ( 1990) as 
lacking the Taql(-630) and Sau3A(-200) sites and the six lines lacking V2(-757) were 
scored as having Taql(-630) in every case and Sau3A(-200) in all but two cases. The 
Taql(-630) and Sau3A(-200) variants were also coscored in all but one of the 25 other 
lines from the Game and Oakeshott (1990) sample and again this exception was scored as 
having Taql(-630) and lacking Sau3A(-200). I have reviewed the Sau3A fragments 
scored from the Game and Oakeshott (1990) autoradiographs and conclude that the 
RFLPs from which they inferred the Sau3A(-200) polymorphism were misscored in the 
three discrepant lines. 
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the distribution of polymorphic sites (ft) along the Est6 
-
5" region. Only two polymorphisms were found within the proximal 400bp region and 
16 were clustered in a 325bp window between -494bp and -819bp. Sites in this window 
were also more heterozygous than those elsewhere, with a peak of heterozygosity at 
around -600bp (Figure 2.3). Conservation of the first 400bp 5" is also evident in 
previous data on heterozygosity in D. simulans (Karotam et al. 1995) and divergence (a) 
between D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana (Karotam et al. 1993; Figures 
2.2 and 2.3). In all of these comparisons, the variation in this region is about 10% of the 
variation in silent sites of the Est6 coding region, and roughly equivalent to the variation 
in replacement sites in the coding region. However the peak of variation in the 325bp 
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mel -826 AACTATC ..... CTGAATTTATTTATTTGATTCTATTTTGTCGCAAGCACACTCAATTCTTGATCTTTTTTAAT . ... 












TG A G 
A 
T 
mel -757 . ................... . .......... AATAATCGTAGCGGAAA.GCTGTATCTGTACAGGCAAGACCACCGCC 
mel* ATTGTAATAATAATATAATAGTAATTTTAAT T T 
sim GT T CG G 
sim* 
mau GT T C G G 
mel -711 CCTCAAAATGCCAACGAACTACAGTCGGATTCAAAAGCGTGCACCTGCAAGTGCAAGTTGTATGATATCTTGCACCAT 
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mel -633 TTTATTTCGATACACGTTTTGGTACTTCGA ... .. . ... . TTTAATATGGCTAATTGTTATTCAGAAAATAAACACAA 















rnel -565 AAACTTAGGACACATGTTCAAAAATAGAAATATGTACATATTTGTTGCAAACCTTAAATCTTATTAATTA . . . TCTTT 































mel -412 TCAAACAAAAAATTGCATGCATGTAAAGTAATTAATCAAGTTGACTCGAAGCGATTGTGCAATATAAGTCTCACCTGA 
















































Figure 2.2 Polymorphism and divergence in the Est-6 5 ,, promoter. The reference 
sequence is D. melanogaster (mel; Dm145 from North America, Collet et al. 1990, corrected 
in Karotam et al. 1993). The D. simulans (sim) and D. mauritiana (mau) sequences are 
taken from Karotam et al. (1993) and polymorphism data for four D. simulans lines are 
taken from Karotam et al. (1995). Polymorphism data for D. melanogaster and D. simulans 
are shown as mel * and sim *, respectively. Differences from the reference sequence are 
given. Gaps in sequence are represented by dots. 
Figure 2.3 Distribution of polymorphic sites and heterozygosity (ft) in the Est6 5,. 
promoter region among 17 isoallelic lines of D. melanogaster (mel). The location of 
substitutions and insertion/deletions are given below the scale of distance (bp) 5,. of the 
Est6 translation start site (at + 1, indicated by bent arrow). Also shown for the same 
region are heterozygosity (ft)-among four D. simulans (sim) alleles (Karotam et al. 1995) 
and divergence (a) between D. melanogaster and D. simulans/D. mauritiana 
(mel:sim+mau) and between D. simulans and D. mauritiana (sim:mau; Karotam et al. 
1993). ft and a (Nei 1987, eqs 10.5 and 4.5, respectively) were calculated in a sliding 
window of lOObp slid along in lObp steps. Horizontal lines superimposed onto each plot 
show the average ft or a for specific windows referred to in the text. ft or a for 
replacement (R) sites and silent (S) sites in the Est6 coding region (Karotam et al. 1993, 
















D. melanogaster and a between D. melanogaster and the D. simulans/D. mauritiana 
lineage both approach the respective silent site values in this interval but ft: in 
D. melanogaster drops back to 15% of the silent site rates between -820bp and -974bp. 
By contrast ft: in D. simulans and a between D. simulans and D. mauritiana remain 
below SOo/o of the respective silent site rates between -494bp and -819bp but then rise to 
values as high or higher than silent site rates between -820bp and -974bp. 
2.3.2 Linkage disequilibrium 
Linkage disequilibrium was very strong among 14 of the 16 most common 
polymorphisms (frequencies between 10 and 90%) in the Est6 promoter (Figure 2.4). 
These 14 polymorphisms were all found within the 325bp window between -494bp and 
-819bp and all pairwise comparisons between them showed significant associations. 
The pattern of disequilibrium yielded 10 distinct promoter haplotypes across the 
17 lines (Figure 2.1). Pl was the most common haplotype, occurring in five lines, while 
six haplotypes (P2, P3, P4, PS, P9 and PIO) were each represented by a single line. All 
but two of the haplotypes fell into one of two major groups (hereafter termed Pl-like and 
P7-like), typified by the Pl and P7 haplotypes (Figure 2.5). The Pl-like haplotypes P2, 
P3 and P4 each differed from Pl by a single nucleotide. Likewise, the P7-like 
haplotypes P8, P9 and PIO each differed from P7 by a single nucleotide. By contrast, 
the Pl-like haplotypes differed from the P7-like haplotypes at a minimum of 14 sites, all 
located in the 325bp region from -494bp to -819bp. The PS and P6 haplotypes were 
intermediate, sharing blocks of identity with both Pl and P7. 
By comparing my data to the homologous sequences from D. simulans and 
D. mauritiana (Karotam et al. 1993) I have inferred the ancestral states for the 
polymorphic sites. The "ancestral" haplotype is about as different from the Pl-like 
haplotypes as it is from the P7-like haplotypes, differing from them at a minimum of 6 
and 5 sites, respectively. I propose that the Pl and P7-like haplotypes have evolved from 
their common ancestor as essentially independent lineages because neither Pl nor P7 
could be derived from the other without invoking a complex pattern of 5 or 6 reversions 
to the ancestral state. 
The Rsal(-530) and Taql(-630) sites scored by Game and Oakeshott (1990) mark 
-
the dichotomy between the Pl-like and P7-like haplotypes in my sample. Assuming they 
are diagnostic for the same haplotypes in the other 25 lines from the Game and Oakeshott 
(1990) study, I estimate that 29 lines from the total sample of 42 were Pl-like and eight 
were P7-like, with five instances where Rsal and Taql were reassorted. These latter five 
cases may represent recombination or gene conversion events in the 226bp interval 
between -531bp and -757bp. 
Another polymorphic site scored by Game and Oakeshott (1990) corresponds to 
one of the two amino acid differences that distinguish the major clinally varying Fast and 
Figure 2.4 Linkage disequilibrium between nucleotide polymorphisms 
(frequencies 10-90%) in the Est6 promoter. Pairwise associations were 
assessed by Fisher's exact test. Non-significant associations are unshaded 
and significant associations are shown with successively darker shading 
(P<0.05 in pale grey, P<0.01 in dark grey and P<0.001 in black). 
Figure 2.5 Network describing the relationships between Est6 promoter haplotypes and the inferred ancestral haplotype for D. melanogaster. 
Nucleotides diagnostic for the Pl and P7 haplotypes are boxed in black and grey respectively. The allozyme status for each haplotype is shown above or 
below the hap lo type designation and haplotype and allozyme nomenclature are as in Figure 2.1. * denotes haplotypes which are inf erred intermediates 
not observed in the 17 lines I sampled.Note that the change at site -56 occurs at two separate points in the network. 
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Slow groups of EST6 allozymes. This is the Taql( +802) site, the presence or absence of 
which marks the amino acid difference distinguishing Fast (Ala) and Slow (Thr), 
respectively, at residue 247 in the mature protein (Cooke and Oakeshott 1989). The other 
amino acid difference distinguishing Fast (Asp) and Slow (Asn) is only 10 residues away 
at 237. The Taql( +802) site shows significant linkage disequilibrium (D ' = -0.38 , 
P<0.05) with the Rsal(-530) site that I find distinguishes the Pl and P7-like groups of 
promoter haplotypes. 62% of the 42 lines scored by Game and Oakeshott (1990) were 
-/+, 14% +/-, 12% +/+ and 12% -/-, for Rsal(-530) and Taql( +802), respectively. 
2.3.3 Associations between Est6 5' polymorphism and EST6 enzyme 
activity variation 
Given the disequilibrium within the Est6 promoter and between it and the 
Fast/Slow allozyme polymorphism it is appropriate to reanalyse the RFLP/EST6 activity 
associations of Game and Oakeshott ( 1990) in order to examine the effects of the multi-
site combinations represented by the Pl-/P7-like promoter dichotomy and compare them 
with effects due to the Fast/Slow allozyme polymorphism. To do this I have assigned 
joint promoter/coding region haplotypes to the 42 lines from the Game and Oakeshott 
( 1990) study. Eighteen haplotypes were assigned based on eight 5' RFLPs, two coding 
region RFLPs and allozyme status (Table 2.1). 
ANOV As (Table 2.2) revealed highly significant variation in male and female 
EST6 activity between lines within haplotypes which explained 47% and 55% of the 
overall between-lines EST6 activity variation, respectively. This variation could be due to 
unscored differences in the Est6 region, or variation acting in trans, most likely on the 
third chromosome since the backcrossing program used to generate the lines utilised the 
third chromosome balancer TM3. 
The variation between haplotypes was not statistically significant for either male or 
female activity but the component contrast between the Pl and P7-like haplotypes defined 
using Rsal(-530) and Taql(-630) was significant for male activity. The mean male EST6 
activity (OD550 per mg fly x l0-3) of lines in the Pl-like haplotype group was 1867 + 27, 
15% lower than 2208 + 70 for lines in the P7-like haplotype group. The variance ratios 
associated with contrasts comparing the Fast and Slow ~llozymes within the Pl and P7-
like haplotype groups were negligible for both activity measures, indicating that Fast and 
Slow allozyme status had no effect on overall EST6 activity. 
2.4 DISCUSSION 
2.4.1 Nucleotide variation in the Est6 5' promoter region 
The paucity of polymorphism in the first 400bp upstream of the Est6 coding 
region concurs with the low level of variation in this region in other intra- and 
TABLE 2.1 
Joint promoter and coding region haplotypes derived from RFLP and EST6 
allozyme dataa 
Haplotype nb InsAc InsB InsC Ddel Hinfl Hinfl Taqid Rsal Rsal Taql Allozyme 
-1400 -1400 -1400 -900 -800 -680 -630 -530 +200 +800 status 









10 1 + 
11 1 + 
12 1 + + 
13 1 + 
14 1 + 
15 1 + 
16 2 + 
17 2 
18 1 + 
a Data taken from Game and Oakeshott (1990). 











+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
c Ins denotes an insertion polymorphism inferred from RFLP data. 
+ + 9S 
+ + 9S 
+ + 2F' 
+ + 8S 
+ + 8S 
+ + 8S 
+ 4F 
+ SF 
+ + lvF 
+ + 4F 
+ + 4F 
+ + 4F 
+ SF 
+ 4F 
+ + 8S 
+ + + 8S 
+ + + 9S 
+ + + 8S 
d The sequence difference Game and Oakeshott (1990) attributed to Taql(-630) is likely to be due to 
the V2(-757) insertion that I have described. I have not considered the Sau3A polymorphism that 
Game and Oakeshott (1990) attributed to -200 since it is also likely to be due to V2(-757) (refer to 
text for more detail). 
TABLE 2.2 
Associationsa between RFLP derived joint promoter and coding region 
haplotypesb and adult male and female EST6 enzyme activity variation 
Adult male Adult female 
Source of variation df MS F df MS F 
Between haplotypes 17 0.107 1.54 17 0.068 1.14 
Pl vs P7 1 0.308 4.43* 1 0.039 0.65 
PlS vs PlF 1 0.005 0.07 1 0.003 0.05 
P7S vs P7F 1 0.042 0.61 1 0.021 0.36 
Between lines within haplotypes 24 0.070 11.20*** 24 0.059 7.80*** 
Between cultures within lines 366 0.006 312 0.008 
a Nested ANOV As on logarithmically transformed EST6 activity data were performed using 
general linear modelling procedures in SAS (release 6.03 edition). 
b The 18 RFLP haplotypes are given in Table 2.1. Pl was defined as -/- and P7 as +/+ for 
Rsal(-530) and Taql(-630), respectively. S and F allozyme status was defined as + or - for 
Taql( +800), respectively. 
* P<0.05; *** P<0.001. 
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interspecific sequence comparisons involving D. melanogaster, D. simulans and 
D. mauritiana (Karotam et al. 1993, 1995). In comparison with five other genes scored 
in these species (Adh, Pgd, Sod, Hsp82 and ac, Oakeshott et al. 1995 and references 
therein), this represents a low level of variation in upstream sequences, and stands in 
notable contrast to the high level of replacement site variation in Est6 compared to the 
same genes. I suggest that the tight conservation of the first 400bp 5" of Est6 reflects 
strong functional constraints, presumably due to the sequence specificity of trans-acting 
transcriptional factors which regulate expression of the gene. In Adh, regions of 
interspecific sequence conservation correspond well with the defined binding sites of 
trans-acting transcriptional factors (Jeffs et al. 1994). Germline transformation 
experiments indicate that the proximal 400bp region of Est6 contains eight of the nine 
distinct tissue-specific control functions so far identified in D. melanogaster, the 
exception being sequences required for expression in the anterior sperm ejaculatory duct 
which are located further upstream, between -844 and -613bp (Healy et al. 1995a; 
Ludwig et al. 1993). 
My data on nucleotide polymorphism 5" of -400bp concur with the comparisons 
involving D. simulans and D. mauritiana in so much as they all show substantially more 
variation than the first 400bp. However the peak of variation in the 325bp window 
between -494bp and -819bp seems to be specific to the D. melanogaster lineage. 
Whereas divergence between D. melanogaster and the D. simulans/D. mauritiana 
lineage shows the same profile as heterozygosity in D. melanogaster in the 325bp region, 
divergence between D. simulans and D. mauritiana and heterozygosity in D. simulans 
do not peak until further 5 ". Heterogeneity among sequence elements in the pattern of 
heterozygosity or divergence across lineages has been reported for the coding regions of 
some genes (Adh, McDonald and Kreitman 1991; G6pd, Eanes et al. 1993; andjgw, 
Long and Langley 1993) where it is taken as indicative of natural selection. I suggest a 
similar explanation applies to the heterogeneity in spatial patterns of heterozygosity and 
divergence in the Est6 promoter. As with the coding region examples, however, the 
heterogeneity is not sufficient in itself to indicate in which specific DNA regions and 
lineages the variation departs from neutral behaviour. 
2.4.2 Evolution of the Pl and P7 haplotypes 
Very high levels of linkage disequilibrium also occur among the polymorphisms 
found in the 325bp window between -494bp and -819bp in D. melanogaster. 
Moreover, eight of the 10 promoter haplotypes fall into two distinct groups, the Pl-like 
or P7-like groups, which differ from one another at a minimum of 14 sites in the 325bp 
window. These two haplotype groups are about equally different from an inferred 
ancestral sequence, so Pl and P7 cannot be derived from one another without invoking a 
complex pattern of recombination and reversion to the ancestral state. The inferred 
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divergent evolution of the Pl and P7-like haplotype groups could have either selective or 
neutral explanations and there are reasons for invoking both. Two non-selective 
explanations involve either prior genetic or geographic isolation for the two haplotype 
groups. 
An explanation based on genetic isolation could involve the suppression of 
recombination by a chromosome inversion polymorphism. A precedent for this has been 
described in D. pseudoobscura, where RFLP analysis indicated substantial divergence 
between amylase alleles in inverted and standard sequence chromosomes (Aquadro et al. 
1991). Many inversions containing Est6 have been described, of which In( 3L)P 
(breakpoints at 63C and 72El-2) is common and widespread (Inoue and Igarashi 1994). 
None of the Coffs Harbour lines studied here or by Game and Oakeshott (1989) carried 
either In( 3L)P or any other detectable 3L chromosomal rearrangement (Cooke 1988). 
However it is possible that one or other of the promoter haplotype groups has only 
recently "escaped" from an inverted chromosome, as appears to have happened for a 
divergent haplotype of the Adh gene in D. melanogaster (Kreitman and Hudson 1991). 
Any explanation for the divergence between the Pl and P7-like haplotype groups 
based on geographic isolation must take account of the fact that both groups were 
sampled at the same location, and there is also evidence of recombination or gene 
conversion between them (P5 and P6). An admixture of previously isolated lineages 
would need to have occurred, for example by separate introductions of D. melanogaster 
into Australia from genetically and geographically distinct source populations. Evidence 
from surveys of mitochondrial DNA haplotypes (Hale and Singh 1991) reveals three 
major lineages thought to correspond to three "ancient" and geographically distinct 
populations of the species. Other data suggest that similar geographically based 
differentiation has contributed to the evolution of divergent haplotypes in some nuclear 
genes (Begun and Aquadro 1993, 1994). In respect of the data presented here, I note that 
all six Australian mitochondrial genomes analysed by Hale and Singh ( 1991) fall into two 
lineages which are now widespread although one predominates in the Western 
hemisphere and the other in France. It is therefore possible that the divergence between 
the Pl and P7-like haplotype groups I have found in an Australian population results 
from the recent admixture of these two lineages in Aust~alia. It is at least consistent with 
this interpretation that an Est6 allele from the North American strain, Dm145, sequenced 
by Collet et al. (1990), is P7-like. 
Whether or not explanations involving genetic or geographic isolation apply, it is 
also possible that natural selection has contributed to the divergence between the Pl and 
P7-like haplotype groups. I have no direct evidence that the Pl and P7-like haplotype 
groups differ under selection but their associations with the differences in male EST6 
activity at least represent a phenotypic difference on which selection might act. It is quite 
likely that the activity association is causal because the major site of Est6 expression is the 
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adult male ejaculatory duct (Sheehan et al. 1979; Stein et al. 1984; Myers et al. 1995a) 
and germline transformation data (Ludwig et al. 1993; Healy et al. 1995a; Section 1.4) 
indicate that the region controlling expression in the ejaculatory duct is likely to lie in the 
-494bp to -819bp window that contains most of the nucleotide differences between Pl 
and P7. 
2.4.3 The relationship between Est6 promoter and coding region variation 
I do not know whether the highly structured pattern of variation in the Est6 
promoter carries over into the Est6 coding region because the non-random sampling 
strategies used in the coding region sequence analysis of Cooke and Oakeshott (1989) 
preclude appropriate comparison. However, collating my results with the RFLP study of 
Game and Oakeshott (1990) reveals only relatively weak disequilibrium between a coding 
region RFLP diagnostic of the Fast/Slow allozymic difference and two promoter RFLPs 
diagnostic of the Pl/P7-like promoter dichotomy. It might be expected that the sequences 
captured by any selective sweep in the Est6 region would be relatively short since the 
region of the third chromosome in which Est6 is located experiences high levels of 
recombination (Begun and Aquadro 1992; Kindahl and Aquadro 1994 ), at least in the 
absence of inversions. 
What then are the implications of my findings in the Coffs Harbour population for 
the latitudinal clines in Fast/Slow allozyme frequencies? In particular, could selection on 
the Pl/P7-like promoter difference explain the 50% range in Fast and Slow frequencies 
observed along the clines? If it is assumed that the disequilibrium between the promoter 
and coding regions in the Coffs Harbour population is representative of other 
populations, then it is possible to calculate that selective changes of 90 or 99% in Pl and 
P7-like haplotype frequencies along the cline would only achieve 35 or 37% ranges, 
respectively, in Fast and Slow frequencies. Therefore the Pl/P7-like promoter 
polymorphism is unlikely to be the selective target behind the clinal variation in Fast and 
Slow allozyme frequencies unless the disequilibrium between promoter and coding region 
polymorphisms is much stronger in other populations. 
CHAPTER3 
MOLECULAR BASES OF MALE SPECIFIC ACTIVITY VARIATION 
ASSOCIATED WITH 5" PROMOTER POLYMORPHISM 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
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This chapter describes three experiments which investigate the molecular bases for 
the different EST6 activity phenotypes associated with the Pl and P7 promoter 
haplotypes in males (described in Chapter 2). The two haplotypes are characterised by 14 
nucleotide differences located between 819bp and 494bp upstream of the Est6 translation 
start site and are associated with a 15% difference in male EST6 activity. 
The aim of the first experiment is to test whether the Pl/P7 promoter nucleotide 
differences are causally associated with male specific EST6 activity differences or simply 
in disequilibrium with other undetected differences that are causally involved. Using P-
element mediated germline transformation, representative Pl and P7 promoter alleles 
fused to a common Est6 coding region are transformed into an EST60 background and 
over 25 lines independently transformed with each construct are tested for EST6 activity 
in males and females, and male ejaculatory ducts. EST6 activity in the male ejaculatory 
duct comprises 20-60% of the total EST6 activity in whole males (Myers et al. 1995). 
The results confirm a causal association between EST6 activity variation in males and the 
14 nucleotide differences that characterise Pl and P7. Therefore, the aims of the second 
and third experiments are to identify which of these 14 polymorphisms are causally 
associated with male specific EST6 activity variation. 
The second experiment also uses germline tranformation, in this case to 
investigate the function of a 16bp palindromic sequence located around 530bp upstream 
of the Est6 translation start site (Section 1.6). A Rsal(-530) site is found at the centre of 
this sequence in P7 haplotypes, but in Pl haplotypes the nucleotide at -531 bp abolishes 
this site. Two other nucleotides which differ between Pl and P7 also lie within a larger 
20bp region which contains the palindrome. In this experiment a P7 promoter allele is 
mutagenised so that this 20bp palindrome region is substituted with a random nucleotide 
sequence, and its effect on male specific expression of Est6 is then determined by 
comparison with a similarly transformed unaltered P7 allele. 
The third experiment concentrates on the 230bp region between -844bp and 
-613bp which previous studies have demonstrated to be required for expression in the 
male ejaculatory duct (Ludwig etal. 1993; Healy etal. 1995a; Section 1.4). Nine of the 
nucleotide differences which define Pl and P7 occur in this region. A series of seven 5' 
,/ 
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deletions are generated within this region and germline transformation and EST6 activity 
analyses are used to identify sequences controlling the expression of Est6 in the 
ejaculatory duct. 
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.2.1 Constructs for germline transformation 
3.2.1.1 P7, Pl and P7SUB 
Constructs P7, P 1 and P7SUB (constructs are hereafter italicised to distinguish 
them from haplotypes) were all generated in the vector pTZ19U (Pharmacia) from a 
3.9kb genomic HindIII fragment derived from the field-trapped North American strain 
Dm145 (Collet et al. 1990; Karotam et al. 1993). The coding region of the Dm145 Est6 
gene specifies an EST6-8 Slow allozyme and its 5 / region belongs to the P7 group of 
promoter haplotypes. The three constructs all carried the entire 1.68kb Est6 coding 
region, 197bp intergenic region, and 851bp of the downstream EstP gene (Figure 3.1) 
but they differed in their 5/ DNA. P7 carried 1174bp of the Dm145 Est6 5/ region 
relative to the translation start site. 
The P 1 construct was identical to P7 except for the 14 nucleotide differences 
between -8 l 9bp and -494bp that define the Pl group of promoter haplotypes (Figures 
3. lB and 3.2). The P 1 5/ region was obtained from a representative line with the Pl 
haplotype (line 20 in Figure 2.1) using PCR with the primers and conditions described in 
Section 2.2. The PCR amplified region (-1007 /+80) was then cloned and sequenced to 
verify the absence of PCR errors using standard procedures (Sambrook et al. 1989 and 
Section 2.2). An Nhel (-865)/BglII (-133) fragment which contained the 14 diagnostic 
nucleotides was then subcloned into the correponding Nhel and BglII sites of the P7 
construct. 
The construct P7SUB was identical to P7 except that it contained a 20bp random 
sequence substitution from -54lbp to -522bp (Figures 3.lC and 3.2). It was made using 
the Amersham in vitro mutagenesis kit ( code RPN 1523) which utilises the method of 
Eckstein (Taylor et al. 1985). The 54bp oligonucleotide used in this mutagenesis 
corresponded to the region from -558bp to -505bp except for the 20bp random sequence. 
The single-stranded DNA template required for the reaction was generated from the Est6 
HindIII(-1174)/EcoRI(-23) fragment of Dm145 in pTZ19U. Following mutagenesis, 
clones carrying the random DNA were identified by the absence of the Rsal(-531) site 
and were fully sequenced to confirm that the desired mutation was intact and to check for 
unwanted mutations. The mutantHindIII(-1174)/BglII(-133) fragment was then isolated 
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Figure 3.1 A. Genomic organisation of the Est6 and EstP region. Only part of the EstP 
coding region is shown. + 1 is the Est6 translation start site. Exons are shaded dark grey, 
introns are white and the Est6 5' region is shaded pale grey. B. Constructs P7 and P 1, 
showing the position of the 14 nucleotide differences which distinguish them. C. Construct 
P7SUB, showing the position of the 20bp random sequence substitution. See also Figure 3.2 
for a description of the nucleotide differences between P 1, P7 and P7SUB. D. 5' deletion 
constructs. The construct marked by * has an internal deletion between -655 and -113bp. 
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Figure 3.2 5" nucleotide differences between Pl, P7 and P7SUB. Pl nucleotides 
at each site are given in full and identities in P7 and P7SUB are indicated by a dot. 
V 1 and V2 are the insertions defined in Figure 2.1 and * denotes the absence of 
these insertions.The boxed region is the 20bp palindrome region centred at -530bp which has a Rs1 
site at its core. In P7 both the palindrome and Rsal site are intact but P land P7SUB 
contain nucleotide differences which disrupt these sequences. 
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3.2.1.2 5" deletions 
The eight deletion constructs all derived from the genomic 3.9kb HindIII fragment 
from Dm 145. Seven of the constructs formed a series of sequential ( 5" to 3 ") deletions 
between -844bp and -613bp (Figure 3.lD). The eighth contained an additional internal 5" 
deletion. 
Two of the deletion constructs with 5" endpoints at -844bp and -613bp were 
generated by Healy et al. (1995a) in the vectors pGemI or II (Promega) using the nested 
deletion method of Henikoff et al. (1984). The six remaining deletion constructs were 
generated in the vectors pTZ18U or 19U (Pharmacia) using convenient restriction 
endonuclease sites and standard molecular techniques (Sambrook et al. 1989). The 5" 
endpoints of these six constructs were Sau3A(-770), Aeil(-715), Sfel(-692), 
ApaLI(-672) and BspMI(-653) (enzymes from New England Biolabs). Two constructs 
had 5" endpoints at the Aeil(-715) site, the second also carrying an internal deletion 
between BspMI(-655) and HincII(-113). DNA sequencing was used to confirm the 5" 
endpoints for all deletions and the junction created by the internal deletion. In some cases 
several cloning steps were required to generate the desired modifications and where 
internal ligations were performed, DNA sequencing was used to confirm that the 
sequences flanking the resulting junction were not altered. 
3.2.1.3 Cloning into transformation vectors 
P7 (which is termed -1174/+2731 in Healy et al. 1995a) and the two deletion 
constructs of Healy et al. (1995a) were subcloned intq the transformation vectors 
Carnegie 20 (Rubin and Spradling 1982) and CaSpeR (Robertson et al. 1988) by these 
authors. The insert fragment for the -844/+ 1859 deletion construct was cloned directly 
into the Hpal site of Carnegie 20 while the insert fragments for P7 and the -613/+1859 
deletion construct were cloned into the BamHI site of CaSpeR using Bell linkers. 
All other constructs used in the current study were subcloned into CaSpeR using 
Bell linkers. Briefly, insert fragments for P 1 and P7SUB were prepared by digestion 
with HindIII (recognition sites at -1174bp and +2731 bp ), and inserts for the 5" deletions 
were digested with Kpnl (which cleaves in the multiple cloning site of the PTZ18U or 
19U vector) and Seal(+ 1859). All fragments were purified, end-filled using DNA 
polymerase I, ligated to Bell linkers, digested with Bell and inserted into the BamHI site 
of CaSpeR following standard procedures (Sambrook et al. 1989). All of the 5" deletion 
constructs contained the entire 1.68kb Est6 coding region plus 175bp of flanking 3" DNA 
(Figure 3. lD). Because of the cloning strategy, the amount and sequence of the vector 
derived 'multiple cloning site' appended to the 5" end of the deletion constructs differed 
among constructs. The constructs chosen for germline transformation had the modified 
Est6 gene and the marker gene white+ transcribed in the same direction. 
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3.2.2 Germline transformation 
All transformation constructs were purified via two sequential caesium chloride 
gradients and microinjected into embryos using techniques described by Rubin and 
Spradling (1982) as modified by Zachar et al. (1987), except that the source of 
transposase was the ~2-3(99B) strain described in Robertson et al. (1988). Emergent 
adults were individually mated to the w;Est6@ line (Sheehan et al. 1979) and flies in 
which the modified Est6 gene had integrated were selected on the basis of eye colour 
changes. Transformed lines were made homozygous for both Est60 on the third 
chromosome and a modified Est6 gene on either the X or second chromosome. For the 
P 1 and P7 constructs, 26 and 30 independent lines, respectively, were isolated for 
analysis. For P 7 SUB and each of the deletion constructs, between six and 12 
independent lines were isolated for analysis. Lines which were used for EST6 antibody 
treatments and tissue dissections were analysed by Southern blot hybridisation to verify 
the structural fidelity of the inserted gene and to ensure a single copy insertion event. 
Four independently transformed lines for each of the two deletion constructs of Healy et 
al. (1995a) were isolated by these authors and were a gift from M. Healy. All Drosophila 
stocks were cultured on standard agar-cornmeal-treacle media at 25°C in a 12-12 light-
dark cycle and 60% humidity. 
3.2.3 EST6 enzyme activity assays 
EST6 enzyme activity assays were performed on whole male and female adults 
and dissected male ejaculatory ducts. In all cases, newly eclosed virgin males and 
females from duplicate or triplicate cultures were aged separately for three days at 25°C. 
For the whole adult assays, 10 individuals each from triplicate cultures were frozen and 
stored at -80°C. For the ejaculatory duct assays, 10 ducts each from males reared in 
duplicate cultures were dissected into 70µ1 sodium phosphate buffer (O. lM, pH7 .0), 
frozen and stored at -80°C. For each construct, between four and 30 lines were assayed 
for whole adult activity, and two of these lines were assayed for ejaculatory duct activity. 
All except one of the lines assayed for ejaculatory duct activity were chosen because their 
mean EST6 specific activities in whole males were within 15% of the construct mean. 
For P7SUB, only one line was available with activity wlµch matched this criterion so the 
second line chosen had mean EST6 specific activity which was within 24% of the 
construct mean. The mean EST6 specific activity in whole females of those lines assayed 
for ejaculatory duct activity was generally within 15%, and always within 35%, of the 
construct mean. 
All samples were kept ice-cold during preparation. Whole adults and dissected 
ejaculatory ducts were homogenised in 200µ1 and 70µ1 of sodium phosphate buffer, 
respectively. Homogenates were centrifuged at 14000g for lOmin and the supernatant 
was divided into aliquots and stored at -80°C. Just prior to each assay, samples were 
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centrifuged at 14000g for 2min and the supernatant diluted appropriately in ice-cold 
sodium phosphate buffer. 
The EST6 enzyme activity assay measured the production of 8-naphthol from the 
substrate 8-naphthylacetate in the presence of eserine sulphate ( 1 o-5M) and 
p-chloromercuriobenzoate ( 1 o-4M) to inhibit other esterases . The end-point 
spectrophotometric method of Sheehan et al. (1979) was modified for use in 96-well 
microtitre plates, and 8-naphthol production was measured at 570nm using a Bio-Rad 
microplate reader (Model 3550). Per organism EST6 activity was calculated as nmoles 
8-naphthol produced/30min at 28°C. For whole adults, protein determinations were 
performed in 96-well microtitre plates using the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad Protein Assay 
Reagent, Catalogue 500-0006), and bovine serum albumin as a standard. EST6 specific 
activity was then calculated as µmoles 8-naphthol produced/mg protein/30 mins at 28 °C. 
Analyses of variance were performed on logarithmically transformed line means 
for EST6 activity or specific activity using the Statview II software package (Abacus 
Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, CA, USA, 1987). 
3.2.4 EST6 antibody treatment of dissected male reproductive tracts 
The EST6 antibody was a gift from M. Healy, M. Dumancic, E. Hines and J. 
Oakeshott (manuscript in preparation). It was a polyclonal antibody produced in rabbits 
against EST6 that had been produced using a baculovirus expression system. The 
antibody was affinity purified to a titre which was 1/200 of the original serum and then 
concentrated by a factor of four. Antibody analysis was carried out on two randomly 
chosen lines for each construct. For each line, whole dissected reproductive tracts from 
ten individual virgin males that were aged for three days at 25°C were treated. The 
w;Est60 line was also analysed as a negative control, and one of the -715/+ 1859 lines 
served as a positive control. 
Antibody treatment was performed as described in Trowell et al. (1994), except 
for the following four modifications. Firstly, whole reproductive tracts were dissected in 
Drosophila Ringers solution; secondly, during permeabilisation the methanol treatment 
was replaced by a lhour treatment with phosphate-buffered saline; thirdly, the primary 
antibody was diluted 1 :4; and finally, the secondary anti~ody was fluorescein-conjugated 
goat anti-rabbit (Silenus, catalogue RDAF). The treated organs were visualised under 
epifluorescence with an excitation wavelength of 488nm using a Leica confocal laser 




3.3.1 P7 vs Pl 
EST6 specific activity was determined in whole males and females from 26 and 25 
lines, respectively, for the P7 construct and from 30 lines for the P 1 construct (Figure 
3.3). Differences between the constructs in EST6 specific activity depended on gender 
(Fl, 107 = 4.2; P<0.05) and were significant in males (Fl , 107 = 11.3; P<0.01) but not 
females (Fl, 107 = 0.1; P>0.50). EST6 specific activity was 20o/o lower in males with the 
P 1 construct (1.26 + 0.12) than it was in those bearing P7 (1.58 + 0.10), or 18% lower 
if values of EST6 activity per organism were used (Figure 3.4). These results indicate 
that the 14 nucleotide differences which characterise the Pl and P7 groups of Est6 
promoter haplotypes cause a 20% difference in EST6 specific activity in males but not in 
females. 
The variance in EST6 specific activity among independently transformed lines 
with each of the constructs was 33% of the construct mean in females and ranged from 
21 %(P7) to 41 %(P 1) in males. Laurie-Ahlberg and Stam (1987) found similar variances 
for Adh (15% for Adh-Fast and 43% for Adh-Slow) and Xdh (29%). The average 
variance across these three genes, and across two sexes in the case of Est6, is 30%. 
Although the amount of variation between independently transformed lines which is due 
to differences in the site of integration ('position effects') will depend on the amount of 
flanking promoter sequence provided by the transposed gene, these results indicate that 
variances of about 30% are a reasonable expectation. 
EST6 activity per organism was determined in dissected ejaculatory ducts from 
two lines each for the constructs P7 and P 1 to test whether the whole male effect was due 
to differences in this tissue. Values in dissected ejaculatory ducts varied significantly 
between the constructs (Fl, 2 = 219.8; P<0.01) and the effect was in the same direction 
as the whole male effect, but much larger (Figure 3 .4); ejaculatory ducts of P 1 lines 
yielded 72% lower values than those of P7 lines (7.6 + 0.4 and 26.9 + 1.6, 
respectively). After subtracting these values from the whole body EST6 activities above, 
there was no difference between the constructs in the non-ejaculatory duct component of 
male activity (50.7 + 5.8 and 43.8 + 4.9 for P 1 and PZ, respectively) . Therefore, the 
whole male effect could all be explained by differences which occurred in the ejaculatory 
duct. 
3.3.2 P7 vs P7SUB 
EST6 specific activity was determined in whole males and females from five and 
six P7SUB lines, respectively (Figure 3.3). These data were then compared with the 




















































































































































Figure 3.3 Mean EST6 specific activity and standard error for adult males and females from 
1.0 
each P7, P 1 and P7SUB line. EST6 specific activity (µmol B-naphthol produced/mg protein/ 
30min at 28°C) was assayed in virgins selected from triplicate cultures and aged for three days 
at 25°C. Construct means and standard errors are given in parenthe es. Note that male and 
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Figure 3.4 Mean EST6 activity per organism (nmoles B-naphthol produced/30min 
at 28°C) and standard error in whole male adults and dissected male ejaculatory 
ducts for each of the P7, P 1 and P7SUB constructs. Both assays were performed 
on virgin males aged for three days at 25°C. The ejaculatory duct data ( dark 
shading) are superimposed onto the whole male data so the proportion of whole 
male activity that is not due to the ejaculatory duct appears in light shading. 
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EST6 specific activity depended on gender (Fl, 58 = 44.0; P<0.001) and were significant 
in males (Fl, 58 = 68.5; P<0.001) but not in females (Fl , 58 = 0.8; P>0.25). The EST6 
specific activity in males with the P7SUB (0.41 + 0.06) construct was 74% lower than 
those bearing P7 (1.58 + 0.10), or 63% lower if values of EST6 activity per organism 
were used (Figure 3.4). Thus, the random sequence substitution in P7SUB caused EST6 
specific activity in males to drop by 74%, suggesting that the 20bp palindrome region is 
involved in regulating Est6 expression in males. In drawing this conclusion, I cannot 
distinguish between loss of the 20bp palindrome region and gain of the introduced 
sequence except to note that the this sequence was randomly generated and the probability 
of such specific effects being associated with a random sequence is small. 
As in the previous experiment, ejaculatory ducts were dissected from two P7SUB 
lines and assayed for EST6 activity. These data were then compared with the 
corresponding P7 data to test whether the whole male effect was due to differences in this 
tissue. EST6 activity in dissected male ejaculatory ducts varied significantly between the 
constructs (Fl,2 = 153.4; P<0.01) and once again, the effect was in the same direction as 
the whole male effect, but larger (Figure 3.4). The per organism EST6 activity in the 
ejaculatory ducts of lines bearing the P7SUB construct (2.9 + 0.5) was 90% lower than 
in lines bearing the P7 construct (26.9 + 1.6). The per organism EST6 activity in the 
non-ejaculatory duct component of the male also differed between constructs, with 
P7SUB (23.3 + 2.1) conferring 47% less activity than P7 (43.8 + 4.9, P<0.001). 
Therefore, although P7SUB caused a 90% decrease in EST6 activity in the ejaculatory 
duct, the whole male effect could not be explained solely by the differences which 
occurred in the ejaculatory duct. 
These results indicate that the 20bp palindrome region is likely to be involved in 
regulating Est6 expression in the ejaculatory duct and also some other tissue(s) in the 
male. The three nucleotide substitutions which are found in this 20bp palindrome region 
in Pl promoter haplotypes therefore remain potential causes of the P l/P7 difference in 
male EST6 activity. 
3.3.3 5' deletions 
3.3.3.1 Whole adults 
EST6 specific activity was measured in whole males and females for between four 
and 12 lines from each of the seven sequential 5' deletion constructs (Figure 3.5). There 
were significant differences in EST6 specific activity among these constructs in both 
females (F6, 31 = 3.5; P<0.01) and males (F6, 51 = 12.9; P<0.001). The only difference 
between the constructs in female EST6 specific activity localised to the -844/-770 
segment. EST6 specific activity in females increased by a factor of 1.5 ( or 1.6 for per 
organism activities) when these sequences were deleted (P<0.001, Fisher PLSD). 
Males Females 
-844bp In= 4 ~ !***I 1n=4 ~ I , ! *** 
-770bp In= 10 
f-l !* n=6 
-715bp r =9 I I ~ ~ -692bp n = 12 
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6
-672bp n = 12 n=6 
-653bp n=7 n=6 
-613bp n=4 n=4 
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Figure 3.5 Mean EST6 specific activity and standard error for adplt males and females transformed with each of the 5' sequential 
deletion constructs, whose 5' endpoints are indicated. EST6 specific activity (µmol 8-naphthol produced/mgprotein/30min at 28°C) 
was assayed in virgins selected from triplicate cultures and aged for three days at 25°C. n = number of lines analysed. Where 
adjacent constructs differed significantly in EST6 specific activity (double headed arrow), *P<0.05 , **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 
Note that male and female data are presented using different scales. 
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Appropriate pairwise comparisons showed that activity differences in males were 
due to three of the six regions defined by the seven deletion constructs. Male EST6 
specific activity increased by a factor of 3.1 (or 2.4 for per organism activities) upon 
deletion of the -844/-770 segment (P<0.001, Fisher PLSD). This is in agreement with 
the female data for the same region described above, although the effect was slightly 
larger in males. However, unlike the female data, EST6 specific activity in males 
decreased by 25% (or 20% for per organism activities) upon deletion of the -770/-715 
segment (P<0.05, Fisher PLSD), and decreased again by 49% ( or 45% for per organism 
activities) upon deletion of the -692/-672 segment (P<0.001, Fisher PLSD). Since these 
latter two segments are male specific in their effect on whole organism EST6 activity, the 
three polymorphisms which occur in these segments (at -757, -751 and -690bp) may 
contribute to the P l!P7 difference in male EST6 activity. 
3.3.3.2 Ejaculatory ducts 
Qualitative effects 
Qualitative differences among constructs were assessed by treating dissected male 
reproductive tracts from lines with each of the seven 5" sequential deletion constructs with 
a fluorescent-tagged antibody to EST6 . Table 3.1 summarises the results of the antibody 
treatments and representative photographs for each of the observed expression patterns 
are shown in Figure 3 .6. 
Lines bearing all seven sequential deletion constructs showed fluorescence in the 
periphery of the lumen of the ejaculatory bulb, consistent with results obtained with a 
field-trapped strain, Dm145 (M. Healy, M. Dumancic, E. Hines and J. Oakeshott, 
manuscript in preparation). This is also consistent with the transformation results of 
Ludwig et al. (1993), since sequences required for Est6 expression in the ejaculatory bulb 
(-275 to -135) were present in every construct. However, fluorescence in the ejaculatory 
duct varied among constructs. The four longest constructs, with 5'' endpoints at -844, 
-770, -715 and -692bp, showed strong fluorescence in the epithelial cell layer of the 
anterior ejaculatory duct, consistent with results obtained with a field-trapped strain, 
Dm145 (M. Healy, M. Dumancic, E. Hines and J. Oakeshott, manuscript in preparation). 
However, the next construct in the deletion series, with a 5" end point at -672, showed 
weak fluorescence in the ejaculatory duct which was just slightly stronger than the 
negative control (Est60). The two shortest constructs in the series, with 5" endpoints at 
-653 and -613bp, showed no fluorescence in the ejaculatory duct and did not differ from 
the negative control. Therefore, sequences required for strong expression of Est6 in the 
ejaculatory duct localised to the -692/-672 segment. This is consistent with the whole 
male data where a 49% decrease in EST6 specific activity was observed upon deletion of 
this region. The adjacent -672/-653 segment, although capable of conferring limited Est6 
expression in the ejaculatory duct, showed no effect on whole male activity. 
Table 3.1 
Presence of EST6 in the ejaculatory duct and bulb of 3 day virgin males from lines 
bearing the eight deletion constructs plus the Est60 control as determined by EST6 
antibody treatment. 
Construct ejaculatory duct ejaculatory bulb 
-844/+1859 + + 
-770/+1859 + + 
-715/+1859 + + 
-692/+1859 + + 





a EST6 antibody treatment indicated that a small amount of EST6 was present in the 
ejaculatory duct of lines with this construct when compared to Est60. 
-692/+1859 
-672/+1859 
Figure 3.6 Presence of EST6 in dissected 
reproductive tracts as indicated by treatment 
with a fluorescent-tagged antibody to EST6. 
Representative photographs are shown for 
each of the observed fluorescence patterns 
among the seven 5,. deletion constructs plus the 
Est6@ control (Table 3.1). EST6 was detected 
in the epithelial cell layer of the anterior 
ejaculatory duct (AED) for constructs with 5" 
endpoints at -692 (high levels) and 
-672bp (low levels) and at varying levels in the 
EB 
AED 
periphery of the lumen of the ejaculatory bulb (EB) for constructs with 5" endpoints at 
-692, -672 and -613bp. Accessory glands (AC) and testes (T) are not shown in full since 
EST6 was not detected in these organs. The antibody also recognises another protein in a 
band of the muscle fibre (M) in the EB for all constructs including the negative control, 
Est60. The constructs with no detectable EST6 in the AED were overexposed relative to 
those with EST6 in this tissue so that organs could be visualised; the low level of 
fluorescence in these organs is non-specific autofluorescence. A labelled line diagram of 







Given the qualitative expression differences in the ejaculatory duct among 
constructs, quantitative spectrophotometric determinations of EST6 activity were obtained 
for dissected ejaculatory ducts from all constructs (Figure 3.7) except -613/+1859 (for 
which the antibody treatment showed no EST6 in the ejaculatory duct). The 
spectrophotometric assay detected EST6 activity in the ejaculatory ducts of lines bearing 
constructs with 5" end-points at -844, -770, -715 and -692bp but not in the two shorter 
constructs with 5" end-points at -672 and -653bp, despite assaying 16 times more 
homogenate in these cases. 
There was quantitative variation in EST6 activity among the four constructs with 
detectable activity in the ejaculatory duct (F3, 4 = 11.4, P<0.05). The variation was due 
to a 3.3 fold increase in per organism ejaculatory duct activity (7.0 + 0.1 vs. 23.0 + 6.1, 
P<0.01 Fishers PLSD) when the -844/-770bp segment was deleted. A similar effect was 
noted above for both whole males (2.4 fold increase, P<0.001 Fishers PLSD) and 
females (1.5 fold increase, P<0.001 Fishers PLSD). The per organism EST6 activity for 
the non-ejaculatory duct component of the whole male increased by a factor of 2.2 (27.7 
+ 4.2 vs. 61.3 + 7.0, P<0.001) when this segment was deleted. Therefore, although 
this region has a large effect on EST6 activity in the ejaculatory duct, it also affects EST6 
activity in other tissue(s) of the male and in females. 
Clearly, the major quantitative difference in EST6 activity in the male ejaculatory 
duct localised to the -692/-672 segment, since activity is reduced from detectable (21.7 + 
0.3) to non-detectable levels when this segment is deleted. Deletion of the same region 
dramatically reduced expression in the ejaculatory duct in the antibody analysis and 
caused a 49% decrease in the EST6 specific activity of whole males. There was still a 
difference between the constructs when the ejaculatory duct component of per organism 
male EST6 activity was taken into account (51.3 + 7.5 vs. 40.3 + 3.0 for -692/+1859 
and -672/+1859, respectively; P<0.05) indicating that while most of the whole male 
effect could be explained by differences in ejaculatory duct activity, a small contribution 
may also come from another tissue( s) in the male. 
3.3.3.3 Interaction between distal and proximal promoter sequences 
A further experiment was performed to test whether sequences between -692 and 
-653bp, which sequential deletion analysis showed were necessary for Est6 expression in 
the ejaculatory duct, were also sufficient for expression in this tissue. By testing the 
effect of an internal deletion I was able to assess whether more proximal sequences were 
required to interact with the -692/-653 segment. The construct had a 5" end-point at 
-715bp and an internal deletion between -65 5 and -113bp (Figure 3 .1). Two lines with 
the construct were tested for the presence of EST6 in their ejaculatory ducts using the 
antibody treatment described above. Surprisingly, there was no detectable EST6 in the 
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Figure 3.7 Mean EST6 activity per organism (nmoles B-naphthol produced 
/30min at 28°C) and standard error in whole male adults and dissected male 
ejaculatory ducts for each of the 5' sequential deletion constructs whose 5' 
endpoints are indicated. Both assays were preformed on virgin males aged 
for three days at 25°C. The ejaculatory duct data (dark shading) are 
superimposed onto the whole male data so the proportion of whole male 
activity that is not due to the ejaculatory duct appears in light shading. 
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construct of sequences between -692 and -655bp which are required for ejaculatory duct 
expression. No EST6 was observed in the ejaculatory bulb of these lines either, 
consistent with previous results (Ludwig et al. 1993), which demonstrated that sequences 
required for expression in this tissue localised to -275/-135, a segment removed by the 
internal deletion in this construct . 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
3.4.1 The effect of 5' polymorphism on EST6 activity in males 
Analyses of the EST6 activities in a total of 56 independent lines transformed with 
the modified P 1 and P7 constructs revealed a 20% difference between the constructs in 
whole male specific activity which was not apparent in whole females: males with the P 1 
construct had 20% less EST6 specific activity (or 18% less per organism activity) than 
those with P7. The only differences between these constructs were the 14 nucleotides 
which characterised the Pl and P7 groups of Est6 promoter haplotypes (Chapter 2), 
suggesting that one or more of these 14 nucleotides differences cause the difference in 
male EST6 specific activity. 
The size, direction and sex specificity of this effect are consistent with previous 
observations in non-transformed, field-trapped flies. I have shown (Chapter 2) that 
isoallelic lines from the Pl haplotype group have 15% less male EST6 activity than those 
from the P7 haplotype group. It is likely, therefore, that the 14 nucleotide differences 
which distinguish the Pl and P7 haplotype groups cause similar effects on male EST6 
activity in both transformed and non-transformed flies. It also seems likely that the basis 
of the effect is transcriptional rather than a property of the transcript or its protein product 
because all 14 polymorphic nucleotides occur in a 325bp region between -819 and -494bp 
which is not transcribed. 
Consistent with its male specificity, the P 1/P7 activity difference is due to activity 
differences in a male specific tissue. Males with the P 1 construct had 72% lower EST6 
activity (per organism) in the ejaculatory duct than those with P7, and this difference 
explained the whole male effect. Therefore, the polymorphism(s) causing this tissue 
specific effect on the level of EST6 activity probably lie in a region(s) which regulates 
Est6 expression in the male ejaculatory duct. Regions which might exert such effects are 
discussed below. 
3.4.2 Sequences modulating Est6 expression in the male ejaculatory duct 
3.4.2.1 The palindrome at -530bp 
The P7SUB construct has a random sequence substitution in a 20bp region that 
abolishes a 16bp palindromic sequence at -530bp which is intact in the P7 construct 
(Figure 3.2). The P7SUB mutation dramatically reduced EST6 activity in males but not 
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females. Although there was a corresponding dramatic decrease in EST6 activity in the 
male ejaculatory duct of P7SUB transformants, the whole male effect was not just due to 
this tissue. 
Two conclusions can be drawn from this experiment about the function of the 
palindrome. Firstly, the 20bp palindrome region is not required for qualitative expression 
in the ejaculatory duct. This is consistent with previous deletion experiments (Ludwig et 
al. 1993; Healy et al. 1995a) where palindrome-containing constructs with 553 or 613bp 
upstream of the Est6 translation start site showed no expression in the ejaculatory duct. 
Indeed, the deletion experiments here show that sequences necessary for qualitative 
expression in this tissue lie upstream of -653bp (Section 3.4.2.2 below). Secondly, the 
lowered EST6 activity in P7SUB male transformants suggest that the 20bp palindrome 
region is involved in positively regulating Est6 expression in the ejaculatory duct and also 
some other tissue(s) in the male. It is curious that this latter effect was not observed in 
females because most of the tissues in which EST6 activity has been detected are not 
confined to one sex (Healy et al. 1991). So, while the effect of the palindrome appears to 
be general rather than confined to one tissue, it is nevertheless male specific. 
Three of the 14 nucleotide differences which distinguish P 1 and P7 are found in 
the 20bp palindrome region (Figures 3.2 and 3.8). One nucleotide difference occurs in 
the l 6bp palindrome and two occur in the 4bp flanking it. Since this region is implicated 
in positively regulating Est6 expression in the ejaculatory duct, these three nucleotide 
polymorphisms are potential causes of the reduction in ejaculatory duct EST6 activity in 
males with P 1 compared to those with P7. However, while the P l/P7 activity difference 
is duct specific, the complete substitution of the palindrome affects activity elsewhere in 
the male. Therefore, if the P l/P7 effect is caused by polymorphisms which disrupt the 
palindrome, the effect of this disruption is only manifest in a subset of the male tissues 
which the intact palindrome is capable of affecting. 
The functional importance of the palindrome is supported by interspecific 
sequence comparisons. Apart from one nucleotide, the central 12bp (in bold) of the 
palindrome are conserved across D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. mauritiana and the 
more distantly related D. pseudoobscura (GCGGAATAAGTACATATTTA in 
D. simulans/D. mauritiana and CATATATATGTACATATGCA in D . 
pseudoobscura; underlining indicates sequence identity with P7, Figure 3.2; Brady et al. 
1990; Karotam et al. 1993). The palindrome sequence is one of only four small regions 
ranging in length from 12bp to 40bp which show sequence conservation between the 
promoters of Est6 in D. melanogaster and Est5B in D. pseudoobscura (Brady et al. 
1990). Given the high degree of sequence divergence between these two promoters, any 
conserved sequence is likely to indicate a conserved regulatory function. In 
D. pseudoobscura there is no detectable EST5B in the ejaculatory duct, so if the 
palindrome performs a similar function in this species it does so in tissues other than the 
Figure 3.8 Nucleotide polymorphism and segments in the Est6 5,, region which affect EST6 activity in the male ejaculatory duct. The locations 
of the 14 nucleotide polymorphisms which define Pl and P7 (Figure 3.2), and which cause a 72% change in per organism EST6 activity in the 
ejaculatory ducts of transformed flies, are shown below a scaled cartoon of the Est6 5' region. The effect of deleting, or substituting in the case of 
the palindrome at -530bp (Pal), each segment on per organism EST6 activity in males (duct and non-duct components) and females is given below 
each segment. Where there were effects, the size of the effect is given; fold effects are increases, % effects are decreases and 'qual.' indicates the 
effect was qualitative. - and? indicate no detectable effect and unknown effect, respectively. Note that both segments with qualitative effects are 
individually insufficient for qualitative expression in the ejaculatory duct. The effect of Pl and P7 on male and female EST6 activities in both 
transformed and field-trapped flies is also given. In each case, the EST6 activity of Pl is lower than the corresponding activity for P7 by the 
amount shown. 
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\ ~ Pl/P7 Pl/P7 
male effect 2.4 fold 45% ? 63o/o 18% 15% . 
duct 3.3 fold qual. qual. 90% 72% ? . 
non-duct 2.2 fold 20% ? 50% - ? . . 
fem ale effect 1.6 fold ? . 
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ejaculatory duct, possibly in sites of expression which are common between the two 
genes (Brady and Richmond 1990). 
Brady et al. (1990) have previously noted that the conserved central 12bp 
palindromic sequence is also found in the first intron of the per locus. To determine 
whether this sequence is present in other Drosophila genes, I searched for it in the 
GenEMBL data bases using the FastA algorithm provided in the Wisconsin Package, 
Version 8 (Genetics Computer Group, Madison, Wisconsin, USA, 1994). It was 
present in 14 separate sequences with a 12/12 match and another 25 with a 11/12 match. 
Twenty-six of the matching sequences belonged to genes which had been characterised in 
terms of exon/intron structure and in 24 of these the palindrome was found in 5", 3., or 
intronic regions. To assess if these findings were likely to have functional significance, I 
also searched the data bases for Drosophila sequences which matched 10 randomly 
generated sequences of the same length and AT content. The largest number of 12/12 
matches for any random sequence was five and the overall mean was one. Similarly, the 
largest number of 11/12 matches for any random sequence was 17 and the overall mean 
was six. This suggests that the 12bp palindrome sequence is over-represented in 5", 3" 
and intronic regions in the data base compared to random sequences with the same length 
and AT content, which in tum suggests that the palindrome may have functional 
importance at other loci. 
3.4.2.2 -692 to -653bp 
Analysis of transformed lines with each of the sequential Est6 5" deletion 
constructs using a fluorescent-tagged antibody to EST6 indicated that sequences required 
for qualitative expression in the male ejaculatory duct lie between -692 and (at least) 
-653bp. The -692/+ 1859 construct showed strong fluorescence in the ejaculatory duct, 
whereas the -672/+ 1859 construct showed only weak fluorescence and the -653/+ 1859 
construct showed no detectable fluorescence in this tissue. Several explanations are 
consistent with these results. There may be a single sequence element spanning -672bp, 
which confers strong expression in the ejaculatory duct, but only limited expression when 
the portion upstream of -672bp is deleted. Alternatively, there may be multiple elements, 
one (or more) in the segment between -672 and (at least) -653bp which confer limited 
expression in the ejaculatory duct, and another one ( or more) in the segment between 
-692 and (at least) -672bp which boosts expression in this tissue to a high level. 
The effects of the -692/-672 segment may not be confined to the ejaculatory duct 
because the activity difference in this tissue did not completely account for the whole male 
difference. It is unlikely that this effect is due to qualitative expression differences in 
other tissues since Ludwig et al. (1993) have screened for such differences using Est6-
lacZ fusions. The only qualitative expression difference which they could find between 
constructs with 5" endpoints at -1174 and -553bp was in the male ejaculatory duct. The 
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-692/-672 segment may therefore boost quantitative expression in some other tissues of 
the male. 
Two of the nucleotide differences which distinguish P 1 and P7 occur in the 
-692/-653 segment, one at -690bp and the other at -666bp (Figures 3.2 and 3.8) and 
therefore may contribute to the reduction in ejaculatory duct EST6 activity in P 1 compared 
to P7 males. However, as noted previously in the case of the palindrome, the -692/-653 
segment also appears to have effects elsewhere in the male, while the P 1 /P7 activity 
difference is duct specific. In Pl haplotypes, the nucleotide at -666bp disrupts a direct 
repeat sequence that is present in P7 haplotypes (TGCAAG) and which also recurs a third 
time in the -655/-113 segment in P7 haplotypes. Like D. melanogaster, the closely 
related species D. simulans and D. mauritiana have high levels of EST6 activity in the 
ejaculatory duct. In the orthologous Est6 sequences of the latter species, half of the 
second TGCAAG repeat is deleted (Figure 2.2; Karotam et al. 1993) and there is also 
sequence divergence in the nucleotides flanking -690bp, but the functional significance of 
these observations await further experimentation. 
3.4.2.3 -655 to -113bp 
Although sequences between -692 and -653bp are required for qualitative 
expression in the ejaculatory duct, they are insufficient for expression in this tissue. 
Apart from the quantitative contribution of the palindrome at -530bp (Section 3.4.2.1, 
above) there is also a qualitative requirement for sequences between -655 and -l 13bp. 
The internal deletion construct which has a 5'' end-point at -715bp and an internal deletion 
between -655 and -113bp showed no detectable fluorescence in the ejaculatory duct when 
treated with the EST6 antibody. There are two possible explanations for this observation. 
Either the internal deletion disrupted a qualitative sequence element spanning -655bp or at 
least two separate sequences in the -692/-653 and -655/-113 are mutually dependent 
(individually insufficient) for qualitative expression in the ejaculatory duct. 
Previously, Ludwig et al. (1993) observed ejaculatory duct expression for a 
construct with a 5., end-point at -1174bp and an internal deletion between -370 and 
-l 13bp. This suggests that sequences between -370 and -113bp are not necessary for 
expression in the ejaculatory duct, although because this construct had additional 
sequences between -1174 and -715bp, it remains a possibility that redundant sequences in 
this segment can substitute for deleted sequences in the -370/-113 segment. However, 
their experiment does demonstrate that sequences necessary for expression in the 
ejaculatory bulb (between -275 and -134bp) are not necessary for expression in the 
ejaculatory duct. Taken together, the two internal deletion experiments suggest that 
sequences between -655 and -370bp are necessary but insufficient for qualitative 
expression of Est6 in the ejaculatory duct. Although the palindrome at -530bp falls 
within this region, its removal in the P7SUB construct does not abolish qualitative 
expression in the ejaculatory duct. 
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Neither the -692/-653 nor -655/-370 segments contain TTAGA motifs, which are 
con erved among orthologous 5,, regions of another gene that is expres ed in the 
ejaculatory duct: glucose dehydrogenase (Ross et al. 1994). This motif drives expression 
in the ejaculatory duct (albeit at a low level in most cases) when placed in various 
combinations upstream of a heterologous promoter/reporter gene (Quine et al. 1993). 
However, within the Est6 flanking DNA, there are five copies of the motif in the 600bp 
upstream of -975bp and 4 copies in the 1.5kb downstream of +1860bp. 
Excluding the three nucleotide polymorphisms that occurred in the 20bp 
palindrome region, there remain four nucleotide differences in the -655/-370 segment 
which distinguish P 1 from P7 (Figures 3.2 and 3.8). The differences occur at -640, 
-614, -595 and -494bp. If one or more of these polymorphisms occur in a qualitative 
ejaculatory duct control sequence then they may be responsible for the reduced activity in 
this tissue in males with P 1 compared to those with P7. In Pl haplotypes, the nucleotide 
at -640 disrupts a sequence which is present in P7 haplotypes (TGCAAG) and which is 
repeated twice in the -692/-653 segment of P7 haplotypes (see preceding section). This 
site and the one at -494bp are also divergent in both D. simulans and D. mauritiana 
(Figure 2.2; Karotam et al. 1993). Similarly, the site at -595bp immediately flanks a 
region which is highly divergent in these species, while the site at -614bp and up to 4bp 
flanking it on either side remain conserved. Once again, the functional significance of 
these interspecies comparisons awaits further experimentation. 
3.4.2.4 -844 to -770bp 
Spectrophotometric analysis of EST6 activity in dissected ejaculatory ducts from 
transformed males with each of the sequential Est6 5,, deletion constructs indicated that 
sequences between -844 and -770bp were able to modulate the level of EST6 activity in 
this tissue. EST6 activity in the ejaculatory duct increased 3.3 fold upon deletion of the 
-844/-770 segment, suggesting that this segment acts as a repressor in this tissue. 
However, EST6 activity showed similar increases in females (1.5 fold) and the non-
ejaculatory duct component of the male (2.4 fold), suggesting that this repression is a 
general, rather than a sex or tissue specific phenomenon. 
Three of the nucleotide differences which distinguish P 1 and P7 occur in this 
-844/-770 segment (Figures 3.2 and 3.8). The two polymorphisms at -811 and -781bp 
are nucleotide substitutions and the polymorphism at -819bp is a 5bp insertion/deletion 
(~71, defined in Figure 2.1). The P l/P7 activity difference is duct specific whereas the 
-844/-770 region affects expression in a variety of other tissues in the male and female as 
well. Therefore, if one or more of the three nucleotide polymorphisms in this region have 
caused the P 1 I P7 activity difference, they do so only in a subset of the tissues which this 
region i capable of affecting. Also, because this region acts as a repressor, and P 1 has 
reduced activity compared to P7, the polymorphism(s) would need to enhance the action 
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of the repressor in some way. Nevertheless, these polymorphisms remain potential 
causes of the EST6 activity difference between P 1 and P7. 
The repressing action of the -844/-770 segment in the ejaculatory duct, at least, 
appears to be derepressed by further sequences in the -117 4/-844 and/or + 1859/+2731 
segments. The P7 construct (-1174/+273 l) contained these extra sequences and EST6 
activity in the ejaculatory duct was 3.8 fold higher (P<0.01) for this construct than for the 
-844/+1859 construct. Results for an additional construct of Healy et al. (1995a) 
suggested that the + 1859/+2731 segment, rather than the -117 4/-844 segment is 
responsible for this 'derepression'. Therefore, as well as the 5" sequences identified 
above, sequences between +1859 and +2731bp, which lie 3" of the Est6 coding region, 
are also able to quantitatively modulate the expression of Est6 in the ejaculatory duct. 
However, the derepression imposed by the + 1859/+2731 segment on ejaculatory 
duct activity does not appear to extend to other tissues in the male or female. Thus, there 
was no difference between the -844/+1859 and -1174/+2731 (P7) constructs for EST6 
P>O 5 
activity in whole females (27.4 + 3.5 and 31.5 + 2.2, respective!~ or the non-ejaculatory 
P:>~ ,O~ 
duct component of the male (27.7 + 4.2 and 43.8 + 4.9, respectivef~, suggesting that the 
extra sequences (-117 4/-844 and + 1859/+ 2731) present in the P7 construct are not able to 
counter the repression imposed by the -844/-770 segment in these cases. 
3.4.3 Candidate polymorphisms underlying the P1/P7 activity difference 
The strategy I have used to identify candidate polymorphisms which may cause 
the P l/P7 activity difference rests on the assumption that such polymorphisms are likely 
to lie in DNA regions that modulate Est6 activity in the ejaculatory duct. I have identified 
four such regions (Figure 3.8). Two regions are both required for qualitative expression 
in the ejaculatory duct and two other regions modulate the level of expression in this 
tissue. Since twelve of the 14 polymorphisms that distinguish P 1 and P7 occur in these 
regions, they are candidates to explain the Pl/P7 activity difference. Six polymorphisms 
occur in regions with qualitative effects (two in the -692/-653 segment and four in the 
-655/-370 segment) and another six occur in regions with quantitative effects on EST6 
activity in the ejaculatory duct (three in the -844/-770 segment and three in and around the 
palindrome at -530bp ). 
However, as Figure 3.8 demonstrates, at least three of the four regions that 
modulate EST6 activity in the ejaculatory duct also modulate activity in other tissues of 
the male or in both sexes, whereas the P 1 IP7 activity difference is specific to the 
ejaculatory duct. This suggests that the P 1 IP7 activity difference may not be due to a 
simple nucleotide change in an ejaculatory duct specific sequence. Rather than disrupting 
such a sequence, perhaps one or more of the nucleotides specific to P 1 create a sequence 
that binds a trans-regulating protein present in the ejaculatory duct which then represses 
expression in this tissue. All 14 of the nucleotides which distinguish P 1 from P7 could 
I I 
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potentially create such a sequence. Alternatively, the ejaculatory duct specificity of the 
P J/P7 activity difference may be a consequence of interactions between polymorphisms. 
Further experimentation is needed to uncover the precise molecular cause(s) 
underlying the P l/P7 activity difference. Since there is a strong possibility that there may 
be multiple causes or contributions as well as interactive effects between polymorphisms, 
future experiments should be designed in a way that allows identification of such 
complexity. A transformation approach which uses chimeric P 1 I P7 promoters should 




Esterase 6 in D. melanogaster is an example of a gene/enzyme system for which 
naturally occurring regulatory polymorphism results in phenotypic variation. In Chapter 
2 I identified a block of nucleotide polymorphism in the Est6 5" promoter region that is 
associated with a 15% difference in male but not female EST6 activity. In Chapter 3 I 
demonstrated that this promoter polymorphism causes a similar phenotypic difference in 
transformed males and furthermore, that the whole male difference is explained by 
differences in EST6 activity that occur in the ejaculatory duct. The precise molecular 
bases for this phenotypic difference remain to be identified, but I showed using germline 
transformation techniques, that 12 of the 14 polymorphisms that are potential causes lie in 
DNA regions that are able to modulate EST6 activity in the ejaculatory duct. 
Issues that relate to the origin and possible adaptive significance of this 
phenotypic difference are discussed below in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, I discuss more 
general issues regarding the regulation of Est6 with an emphasis on the forces that may 
shape and constrain the evolution of regulatory features. In both Sections, I outline 
experiments that would help resolve some of these issues. 
4.1 ORIGIN AND ADAPTIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EST6 
PROMOTER DIMORPHISM 
I have described two divergent haplotype groups in the Est6 promoter, Pl and 
P7, which differ from one another at a minimum of 14 nucleotide sites in a 325bp 
window between -494 and -819bp. Both haplotype groups are about equally different 
from an inferred ancestral sequence, suggesting that they have had partially separate 
evolutionary histories. A priority for future research will be to investigate the origin of 
this promoter divergence and to discriminate between the various neutral and selective 
processes that may underlie it. 
Chromosomal inversion polymorphisms may provide an isolated genetic 
environment where divergence could arise because recombination is suppressed between 
inverted and standard sequence chromosomes. It is possible that one of the divergent 
Es t6 promoter alleles arose and still exists in an inversion. However, since no 
chromosomal rearrangements were detected in any of the lines investigated in the present 
study, a representative divergent allele from an inverted chromosome would need to have 
subsequently 'escaped' to a standard chromosome, probably via gene conversion. 
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Evidence that either Pl or P7 originated in an inversion would be the finding of one or 
other promoter allele at high frequencies in naturally occurring inverted chromosomes. 
This would be easily tested by sequencing the Est6 promoter region from a selection of 
such chromosomes. Although many inversions which contain Est6 have been described, 
In( 3L)P is the most common and widespread, and interestingly, also shows strong 
latitudinal dines in frequency (Inoue and Igarashi 1994). 
Alternatively, Pl and P7 could have diverged through geographic isolation. If 
this were the case there should be similar divergence elsewhere in the genome. The 
presence of two divergent mitochondrial haplotypes in Australian Drosophila populations 
(Hale and Singh 1991) supports this notion (Section 2.4.2), although the spread of 
mitochondrial and nuclear DNA is potentially influenced by different forces which may 
result in their having different distributions among individuals following an admixture. A 
survey of Est6 promoter haplotypes from different continents and geographical regions 
may be informative since the predicted subdivided populations may still be in existence 
somewhere. 
Selective processes may also have contributed to the promoter divergence, 
regardless of its origin. Interestingly, comparisons with D. simulans and D. mauritiana 
reveal differences across lineages in the level of heterozygosity and divergence in 
different segments of the distal Est6 promoter region (Section 2.3.1 and Figure 2.3). In 
particular, the D. melanogaster lineage has a peak of variation in the 325bp window 
between -494bp and -819bp but variation does not peak until further 5,, in the 
D. simulans and D. mauritiana lineages. Such differences suggest the action of selective 
processes because neutral theory predicts similar patterns of heterozygosity and 
divergence in such comparisons (McDonald and Kreitman 1991; Hudson et al. 1987). 
However, the data do not identify which DNA region or lineage selection may have 
targeted. 
In order for selective processes to operate, there must be a target phenotype upon 
which selection might act and variation in the phenotype must affect fitness in some way. 
I have shown that the 14 nucleotide differences which distinguish the Pl and P7 
haplotype groups cause a phenotypic difference in the expression of Est6 in transformed 
male flies (Section 3.3.1). Pl transformants have 72% lower EST6 activity in the 
ejaculatory duct than P7 transformants, and this difference adequately explains the EST6 
activity difference that occurs in whole adult male transformants. However, it is not clear 
whether this phenotypic difference affects fitness. 
The assumption that the presence of EST6 in the ejaculatory duct is adaptive is 
supported by experiments that have been conducted with laboratory derived EST60 
mutants (reviewed in Section 1.3). Males with EST6 activity copulate sooner and for a 
shorter duration than EST60 males, and produce more progeny (at certain temperatures), 
while females mated to males with EST6 activity are less likely to remate in the short term 
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but (at certain temperatures) are more likely to remate in the long term compared with 
those mated to EST60 males (Gilbert et al. 1981a; Gilbert and Richmond 1982; Scott 
1986). The effects on female fertility and remating behaviour seem likely to be due to 
EST6 that is transferred during copulation from the male ejaculatory duct to the female's 
reproductive organs and thence to her haemolymph (Richmond et al. 1980; Meikle et al. 
1990). 
A phenotypic difference such as P l/P7, which alters the amount of EST6 in the 
male ejaculatory duct, could have flow-on effects in the female, manifested as altered 
fertility and/or remating behaviour, since the amount of EST6 transferred to her during 
mating would also be altered. Similar effects might also be observed in male copula 
initiation time and duration, provided the differences between EST60 males and those 
with EST6 activity were due to EST6 in the ejaculatory duct, rather than in some other 
tissue. Any or all of these effects might be expected to affect male reproductive fitness 
and could be adaptive under certain conditions. Mating experiments using P 1 and P7 
transformant males would indicate whether the P 1/P7 phenotypic difference affected any 
of the reproductive parameters described above. It might be expected that the P 1 
phenotype would have reproductive effects similar to those conferred by the EST60 
phenotype since it lowers EST6 activity in the ejaculatory duct. 
In support of this proposal, experiments conducted by Saad et al. (1994) suggest 
that the level of EST6 in the male ejaculatory duct affects reproductive fitness. Saad et al. 
(1994) measured the effect of overall male EST6 activity on some components of male 
reproductive fitness and found that, compared to males with low EST6 activity, males 
with high EST6 activity mated later and their mates produced fewer progeny and were 
less likely to remate in the short term. While the direction of the effects on male copula 
initiation time and female fertility run counter to what would be expected from the EST60 
experiments, the female remating behaviour is consistent. Both sets of data clearly 
indicate that the presence and level of male EST6 activity are associated with components 
of male reproductive fitness. Importantly, the presence and level of male EST6 activity 
affect female remating behaviour in the short term and this effect is likely to be due to 
EST6 in the male ejaculatory duct that is transferred to the female during copulation. 
In considering a possible adaptive role for the P 1 /P7 phenotypic difference it is 
relevant to note that there are other factors that can also alter EST6 activity. Even though 
the 42 isoallelic lines analysed in Chapter 2 had relatively standardised backgrounds, 
about half of the EST6 activity variation in both males and females cannot be explained 
by allozyme status or by RFLPs in the Est6 5" and coding region (Table 2.2; Section 
2.3.3). Such variation may be due to unscored differences in the Est6 region, or to 
variation acting in trans, but in either case the variation may be regulatory in nature. 
Although the P 1 I P7 phenotypic difference is clearly an important component influencing 
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EST6 activity 1n the male ejaculatory duct and therefore, possibly fitness, other 
components undoubtedly also contribute to activity variation in this and other tissues. 
Furthermore, since a widespread allozyme polymorphism for EST6 shows 
latitudinal dines (Oakeshott et al. 1981), it is relevant to know how widespread the Pl 
and P7 haplotypes are, whether they too show clinal variation in frequency, and the 
nature of the relationship between the promoter and allozyme polymorphisms. In relation 
to the first issue, only one other Est6 promoter allele has been sequenced to date, Dm145 
from North America, and it belongs to the P7 haplotype group. Given that there are 
restriction sites that are diagnostic for both the promoter and allozyme polymorphisms 
(Section 2.3.2), all three issues could be addressed using an RFLP approach. In the 
Coffs Harbour population, there was weak linkage disequilibrium between RFLPs 
diagnostic for the promoter and coding region polymorphisms, suggesting that the Pl/P7 
difference is unlikely to be the selective target behind the clinal variation in allozyme 
frequency. But clearly, additional data are required. An RFLP survey of the Est6 region 
along a latitudinal cline, as Berry and Kreitman (1993) have done withAdh (reviewed in 
Section 1.2), would be most useful as it would address the above issues and would also 
help to identify the cause underlying the clinal allozyme phenomenon. 
4.2 REGULATORY EVOLUTION OF EST6 
Comparisons of nucleotide heterozygosity and divergence among 
D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana (Section 2.3.1 and Figure 2.3) reveal 
strong conservation in the proximal 400bp 5'' of Est6. The level of variation in this 
region is about 10% of the level seen in silent sites and roughly equivalent to the level 
seen in replacement sites of the Est6 coding region. Such conservation suggests 
functional constraint on regulatory sequences controlling the expression of Est6. 
Consistent with this suggestion, Ludwig et al. (1993) have identified eight tissue specific 
control functions in this region and Healy et al. (1995a) have shown that the region also 
controls EST6 activity in the haemolymph (Figure 4.1; reviewed in Section 1.4). While 
the functional significance of all these expression sites is unknown, the evidence suggests 
that some of these sites and their regulatory sequences are functionally important. 
In contrast, the same comparisons reveal far less conservation in the distal Est6 5' 
region (between -400 and -975bp). While this lack of conservation could be interpreted 
as a corresponding lack of functional constraint, three lines of evidence suggest that the 
regulation and evolution of this region may be complex. Firstly, despite the fact that only 
one tissue specific control function has been attributed to the distal Est6 5' region 
(expression in the male ejaculatory duct; Ludwig et al. 1993; Healy et al. 1995a), my data 
suggest that two distal regions (-692/-653 and -655/-370) are probably both required for 
this tissue specificity and at least two other distal regions (-844/-770 and the palindrome 
Figure 4.1 DNA segments in the Est 6 5" promoter region which are able to modulate EST6 or B-galactosidase reporter gene activity. The 
Est6 5" promoter region is shown as a scaled cartoon; the arrow indicates the translation start site at+ 1. Data are taken from I. the current 
study (EST6), II. Ludwig et al. (1993; B-galactosidase) and III. Healy et al. (1995a; EST6). Segments which are qualitative in their effect on 
activity are indicated by * and those with quantitative effects are indicated by + (positive) and - (negative). Tissues in which activity 
modulation was observed are D=ejaculatory duct, M=non-ejaculatory duct component of the male, F=female, SG= salivary gland, RS= 
respiratory system, P=prefrons, A=antennae, MP=maxillary palps, B=ejaculatory bulb and H=haemolymph in larvae, adult males or adult 
females. Healy et al. (1995a) also found that a DNA segment 3" to the Est6 coding region, between + 1859 and +2731, modulates EST6 















at -530bp) are able to modulate the level of expression in this and other tissues (Figure 
4.1; Section 3.4.2). Secondly, the extensive polymorphism in this region has a very 
distinct effect on Est6 expression in the ejaculatory duct, with P 1 transformants having 
70% less EST6 activity in this tissue compared to P7 transformants (Section 3.3 .1). 
Thirdly, differences in the pattern of nucleotide variation between the D. melanogaster 
and D. simulans/D. mauritiana lineages in segments of this distal promoter region 
suggest that it has not evolved neutrally (discussed in Section 4.1). 
The constraints imposed on sequences that regulate Es t6 expression in the 
ejaculatory duct are likely to reflect the adaptive value of having EST6 in this tissue. If 
the presence of EST6 in the ejaculatory duct is of no adaptive value, the high level of 
nucleotide divergence in the distal promoter region could reflect a lack of functional 
constraint on sequences required for expression in this tissue. Phenotypic differences in 
duct expression like that observed between P 1 and P7 would be tolerated under such a 
scenario since they would be of no adaptive consequence. Dickinson (1988) has argued 
that many gene expression differences among species may be of no adaptive value, the 
result of interactions between regulatory circuits whose primary function may be to 
control the expression of (an)other gene(s). Cavener (1989; 1992) has suggested that the 
expression of glucose dehydrogenase ( Gld) in the male ejaculatory duct of several species 
may be a non-adaptive consequence of such regulatory circuits. Est6 shares this site of 
expression with Gld and is only expressed at high levels in the ejaculatory duct of the 
sibling species D. melanogaster, D. simulans, and D. mauritiana (Richmond et al. 
1990). 
On the other hand, if Est6 expression in the ejaculatory duct is a feature with 
adaptive value, then there are likely to be constraints imposed on the sequences required 
for expression in this tissue. The level of constraint would reflect the adaptive value of 
the feature. How important is Est6 expression in the ejaculatory duct likely to be? Tautz 
(1992) contends that the relative importance of a function will be reflected by a level of 
redundancy necessary to safeguard the organism against its loss. The more important the 
function, the more redundancy required. For example, there seems to be a very high 
level of redundancy at various levels in the control of the developmental gene Kriippel in 
Drosophila (Tautz 1992 and references therein). Redundancy may be provided, at one 
level, by other genes with overlapping functions and, at another level, by redundant 
interactions between DNA binding proteins which regulate the expression of individual 
genes. 
How can the first level of redundancy be achieved? Tautz (1992) argues that 
regulatory circuits are constrained by their primary functions, which is usually to ensure 
the controlled expression of particularly important genes with the correct tissue and stage 
specificity. Other genes may also be regulated by these circuits provided they do not 
disrupt the primary functions, but such expression would often be of secondary 
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importance to the organism or of no adaptive value. Aspects of a gene's expression that 
are secondary, as defined here, can become part of the overlapping pattern of redundancy 
that safeguards a particular! y important function. 
In this respect, the function of Est6 in the ejaculatory duct may be part of an 
overlapping redundancy that relates to reproductive function. Components of the 
accessory gland that are transferred to the female during copulation (Chen 1984; 
DiBenedetto et al. 1990; Monsma et al. 1990) may have similar overlapping functions. 
In particular, EST6 is similar to the sex-peptide (Kubli 1992) in its effects on female 
remating behaviour following copulation, even though purified sex-peptide that has been 
injected into the abdominal cavity of virgin females can alone mimic the physiological and 
behavioural effects observed in mated females (Chen 1988). However, since 
reproductive function is a complex phenomenon that cannot be measured precisely, there 
could be a degree of additivity to some functional overlaps which could provide some 
selective advantage through 'improved' reproductive function. The mating experiments 
described in Sections 1.3 and 4.1 suggest that EST6 produced in the ejaculatory duct 
could provide such a selective advantage and, possibly, the higher the level of EST6 
activity in this tissue the greater the advantage. 
The second level of redundancy, that is, redundant interactions between DNA 
binding proteins which regulate the expression of individual genes, may be found in the 
Est6 regulatory region. In particular, since the highly conserved proximal 400bp region 
of Est6 is inferred to bring about the regulation necessary for important functions of this 
protein, there may be a level of redundancy in the sequence elements and interactions that 
contribute to such regulation. Both Dover (1992; 1995) and Tautz (1992) cite examples 
of such redundancy, exhibited either as repeated sequence elements that bind the same 
protein or distinct sequence elements that bind different proteins capable of performing 
the same function (for further examples see Mismer and Rubin 1989; Magoulas et al. 
1993; Gunaratne et al. 1994). Dover (1995) suggests that such redundancy could help to 
explain the lack of sequence similarity between the promoter of Est6 in D. melanogaster 
and its orthologue, Est5B in D. pseudoobscura (Brady et al. 1990), despite the fact that 
the majority of expression sites remain conserved between the two genes (Oakeshott et al. 
1995). According to Dover (1992, 1995) redundancy at this level is tolerant of slow 
sequence changes, so that over long stretches of evolutionary time, while the function 
remains conserved, the precise mechanism by which that function is achieved may have 
changed. Tautz (1992) also suggests that 'old' functions may be more redundant than 
'new' functions because they have had time to evolve redundancy. In this respect, 
further dissection of the Est6 promoter region may reveal corresponding redundancy of 
sequences in the proximal 400bp which may not be reflected in the distal region 
controlling expression in the 'newly acquired' ejaculatory duct site. 
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A feature that has emerged from the combined Est6 deletion studies is the large 
number of DNA segments that are able to modulate activity in more than one tissue, 
although this may be partly due to the large size of some of the regions as currently 
identified (Figure 4.1). Furthermore, for individual tissues such as the ejaculatory duct 
and haemolymph, at least, multiple DNA segments are able to modulate activity in each 
tissue. My data suggest that at least four regions are probably involved in determining 
the qualitative and quantitative expression of Est6 in the ejaculatory duct, with at least 
three of these regions also having effects in other tissues of the male and/or female. 
Similarly, Healy et al. (1995a) showed that EST6 activity in the haemolymph is 
modulated by sequences that are spread among several separate DNA segments both 5'' 
and 3' to the Est6 coding region. These results suggest that many of the DNA-binding 
proteins that regulate Est6 expression may not be confined to one tissue, and that in 
certain tissues, at least, multiple interactions probably occur between trans-regulating 
proteins that bind to different DNA regions. 
In Dickinson's (1988) model of gene regulation, different trans-regulating 
proteins are present in different subsets of cell types and the interactions between such 
proteins at the DNA surface determine whether the gene in question is expressed and at 
what level. This model seems to fit what is currently known about Est6 regulation. An 
important corollary of Dickinson's model is that such 'combinatorial networks' impose a 
constraint on regulatory change because a change at any one point in the network is likely 
to have effects at some other point in the network. In the case of Est6, changes in the 5' 
DNA sequence are likely to affect expression in more than one tissue and since some of 
these expression differences may be deleterious, sequence changes may not be tolerated. 
In such a scenario, nucleotide differences between Pl and P7 may be tolerated 
and possibly maintained because of interactive effects between polymorphisms. In 
particular, deleterious effects associated with certain polymorphisms could be 
counteracted by other polymorphisms. This could lead to a situation where certain 
combinations of polymorphism are tolerated but not others. Germline transformation of 
chimeric Pl/P7 promoters should reveal such interactive effects while simultaneously 
identifying the precise molecular cause(s) of the phenotypic difference associated with Pl 
and P7. Identification of the polymorphism(s) that-cause(s) the Pl/P7 phenotypic 
difference will provide further insight into the mechanisms by which phenotypic change, 
in general, can be achieved. A complement to this will be the opportunity to map the 
other functionally 'neutral' polymorphisms to defined regulatory regions and gain further 
insight into the evolution of this region of the Est6 promoter. 
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